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ABSTRACT

The production of nanostructured or ultrafine grained (UFG) materials has
been of great interest in the research community recently due to their high
strength, wear resistance, ductility, and high strain-rate superplasticity. These
properties, achieved through their small microstructures (100-300 nm) and unique
defect structures (of grain boundaries and dislocations) make these materials ideal
for lightweight medical implants and aerospace structural components. Methods
of actually manufacturing UFG materials for these advanced engineering designs
have yet to be considered.
For UFG materials to be manufactured and used in industry, further
machining research is needed to form and shape these materials into their final
dimensions. Because of their high internal energy, UFG materials are known to
have microstructures which are susceptible to undesirable changes at low
temperatures. Since machining is a heat dissipating process, the thermal stability
of UFG materials must be carefully considered as not to deteriorate their unique
properties. The machinability is also of interest due to its importance in possible
part production. In this study, pure nanostructured copper and titanium as well as
their respective coarse grained (CG) counterparts were tested for their relative
machinability and microstructure stability through lathe turning. To evaluate the
machinability cutting forces, tool wear, chip morphology, and surface roughness
were studied using different cutting conditions.

Tungsten carbide (WC) and

polycrystalline diamond (PCD) cutting tools were utilized for turning the copper

workpieces while only PCD was used for titanium. Microstructure stability was
examined by measuring grain size and dislocation density using X-ray diffraction
(XRD) techniques with some subsequent electron microscopy imaging.
Experimental results confirmed that both the UFG Cu and Ti bars could be
machined as efficiently as their CG counterparts. Cutting forces generated were
less for the UFG copper compared to the regular copper but were approximately
equal for the two titanium bars. Similar tool wear patterns and mechanisms were
observed for the nano and coarse grained Cu and Ti. Chip morphology changed
little during the course of machining. Surface roughness was improved when
machining the UFG copper bar, yet was slightly larger for the UFG titanium at
higher speeds. XRD results showed little changes in grain size after machining
while dislocation density was shown to reduce the greatest near the machined
surface.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
With newly developed materials being produced for their superior
properties of high strength, high ductility, low weight, etc., a need for
implementing them into practical use has arisen. Because of these features, many
advanced materials show potential in engineering applications such as medical
devices and aerospace structural components, but an adherent gap exists between
the research and industrial fields to push these materials into usage. For newly
produced materials to be shaped and formed into their final dimensions, further
machining research is typically required.
The recent development of ultrafine grained (UFG) or nanostructured
materials, with strengths up to twice as strong as their coarse grained counterparts,
has created great interest in research fields.
nanostructured materials exist.

Various methods of producing

Unlike UFG materials produced from the

consolidation of atoms or nanoparticles, materials produced from severe plastic
deformation (SPD), a process of intense shearing of a material, can be created
with high strength, ductility, and strain-rate superplasticity.

Substantially large

samples can be produced rather easily from bulk form with little internal porosity
making SPD materials boast the greatest potential for an industrial impact of all
UFG materials (Lowe et al., 2006). Because of this, all UFG materials referred to

in this thesis are considered to be constructed using SPD.

Various SPD

processing techniques exist with the most popular being equal channel angular
pressing (ECAP). The exceptional properties yielding from these materials can be
attributed solely to their defect structures. Along with the extremely small grains
in the range of 100 – 1000 nm, numerous dislocations and subgrains exist
throughout the microstructure which aid in blocking slip thus increasing material
strength. However, these defects in the polycrystalline structure exhibit high
internal energy, and as a result, thermally induced grain growth or subsequent
changes in defect structure may occur at considerably low temperatures. These
changes will naturally indicate a loss of strength, and thus limit SPD materials to
low temperature applications. Quantifying the defect structure and grain sizes in
UFG materials has proven to be difficult due to their nanometer sizes and delicate
microstructures.

Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction techniques are

typically used for characterizing and measuring defects such as average grain
sizes and dislocation densities in UFG materials.
Since heating UFG materials may change their microstructures, finding a
means of forming and shaping these materials into their final dimensions may be
difficult. Given that machining is a heat dissipating process, the thermal stability
of nanostructured materials must be carefully considered as to not destroy their
unique properties. The major motive for conducting machining research is to
discover the interaction between the cutting tool and the workpiece material so
that the machining costs can be minimized while still optimizing part quality
(Ezugwu, 2005).
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Measuring how efficiently these materials can be machined using the
appropriate tooling and cutting parameters is referred to as machinability
(Kalpakjian et al., 2003). In order to evaluate the machinability of an unknown
material, dependent variables of the process such as tool wear, surface finish,
temperature, etc. are typically studied and compared to that of known materials.
In the case of measuring the machinability of UFG materials, comparing these
results to the coarse grained material’s in which they were created from would be
a logical choice, since they are comprised of the same matter yet exhibit different
physical properties.

Because machining is adherently a heat dissipating

manufacturing process and UFG materials processed through SPD are shown to
have fragile microstructures, the importance of measuring their microstructures
before and after machining is vital for their utilization.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the machinability and
microstructure stability of UFG commercially pure (CP) copper and titanium in
machining. Processing of these materials into their nanostructured state was done
through Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP), a common form of SPD that
allows microstructures to be refined without any change in the original crosssection of the sample. While numerous investigations are available in machining
traditional copper and titanium, there is still no documented report regarding
cutting performance in machining these materials after being processed through
ECAP. In order to evaluate the machinability of the ECAP metals, cutting forces,
tool wear, chip morphology, and surface roughness were studied throughout
machining and compared to that of coarse-grained pure copper and titanium.
23

Changes in microstructure were examined using electron microscopy and X-ray
diffraction techniques. The results of this work may have applications to other
similar materials.

Organization
Chapter 1 gives motivation for this experimental work and a brief
description of the overall design of the experiments. A brief background on UFG
materials is given with emphasis on their microstructure evolution during
formation and heating. An outline for the thesis is also offered.
Chapter 2 gives a brief background into the concepts and testing
procedures overviewed in this thesis.

In this section, machinability and the

evaluation of machinability for different materials are examined. Various cutting
tool materials are discussed for their material properties and applications to
different machining conditions.

Traditional workpiece materials used in

machining are then mentioned. Nontraditional workpiece materials, in the form
of ultrafine grained materials, are examined in terms of their unique
microstructures. Quantifying these microstructures using electron microscopy
and X-ray diffraction techniques are then discussed along with possible
discrepancies between the two techniques when measuring a material’s
microstructure.

Finally the proposed experimental work of this thesis is

introduced.
Chapter 3 discusses the first experiment on the machinability and
microstructure stability of equal channel angular pressing processed pure copper.
This section begins with a brief introduction on the usage and material properties
24

of pure copper and its alloys. The experimental setup is then introduced with
explanations on tool material selection, workpiece setup, cutting conditions
chosen, and methods used for microstructure data acquisition.

Experimental

results and discussion are then given on cutting forces, tool wear, chip
morphology, and surface roughness.

Next, the results on the microstructure

stability of UFG copper during machining are examined using both scanning and
transmission electron microscopy along with X-ray diffraction analysis.
Conclusions are then discussed.
Chapter 4 examines the second experiment on the machinability and
microstructure stability of UFG titanium processed through equal channel angular
pressing. A brief introduction is given on the properties and usages of titanium
along with possible applications of UFG titanium in industry. The machining
experiment is then introduced by examining cutting tool selection and different
scenarios for cutting conditions.

Results and discussion on the elements of

machinability are then presented along with results on possible changes in
microstructure after machining has been completed.

Conclusions on the

experiment are then offered.
As an ending to this thesis, Chapter 5 gives overall conclusions on the
experiments presented and discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Recommendations for
further research are then discussed.

25

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

Machining
Machining is a material removal process in which a workpiece material is
mounted into a mill or lathe while a cutting tool, made of a harder material than
the workpiece, is used to cut the part’s shape. The process of machining has been
performed for over 200 years, and although many new forms of manufacturing
(chemical machining, molding, EDM, etc.) have been developed in more recent
years, this practice still represents a significant portion of manufacturing used in
industry. Machining is not only performed for the overall forming of parts into
their ultimate shapes, but it is also regularly used as a finishing operation on
forged or cast parts that have been previously formed. In fact, virtually every
device or mechanism used in our civilization has one or more machined surfaces
or holes (Ezugwu, 2005).
Machinability
In general, there are two types of metal cutting research: one which is
focused on obtaining information on how to carry out machining economically,
while the other is concerned with what happens at the cutting edge during cutting
and why this occurs. Machinability has been researched extensively in the past
200 years, but it was not until mid 1900s that the physical mechanics of
machining began being studied analytically. This time period between 1940 –

1960 is considered to be the “Golden Age” of machining research where the
foundation on basic chip mechanics of metal cutting was developed.
Machining productivity and research has boomed in recent decades due to
the emergence of advanced cutting and workpiece materials, along with highly
rigid, computer controlled machining centers. Lathes (similar to the one shown in
Figure 2.1) are used more often in machining research because their cutting
mechanics are easier to model due to their non-interruptive cutting process, and
requirement of fewer process variables.

In lathe turning, these independent

variables, as seen in Figure 2.2, include: cutting speed, cutting depth, and feed
rate.

Cutting speed can be given in either rotational speed (RPM) of the

workpiece or as a linear tangential velocity of the workpiece at the tip of the
cutting tool (meters per second). Cutting depth, commonly referred to as depth of
cut (DOC), is one half of the diameter difference in the machined versus
unmachined surfaces. The linear distance at which the tool traverses during one
rotation of workpiece is referred to as the feed rate.

28

Dynamometer
Dynamometer

Spindle
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Holder
holder
Mount
mount

Cutting
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Figure 2.1 - Experimental setup for copper and titanium machining studies

Feed
Tool

Depth of cut

Cutting
velocity

Workpiece
N

N

Figure 2.2 - Process variables used in turning
Machinability Evaluation
Several factors that affect machinability are work-piece related
(mechanical properties, microstructure), tool related (strength, geometry), and
machine related (accuracy, force requirements) (Llia et al., 2003). In order to

29

evaluate the machinability of materials, cutting forces, tool wear, chip
morphology, and surface roughness are typically considered. It should be noted
that these factors are not independent of one another and may cause changes in
others. In addition, some of these affects of machinability may be deemed more
important than others depending on the application. For instance, tool wear may
be considered the most important when tool inserts are expensive or difficult to
change.

According to (Komanduri, 1993), the most machinable material is

considered to be the one that will permit the fastest removal of the greatest
amount of material with satisfactory finish and economic cost.

Because

machinability has a wide range of definitions, rating a workpiece material’s
machinability is typically done by comparing it relative to another material’s
(Shaw et al., 1984).
Cutting Forces
Collecting cutting force data is done for numerous reasons. Knowledge of
these forces is required in selecting a machining center and workpiece holding
fixtures that is rigid enough, while the workpiece itself must be able to withstand
the cutting forces generated to prevent distortion (Kalpakjian et al., 2003). In a
turning application, typically three cutting forces are measured: the tangential
cutting force (Fx), the radial thrust force (Fz), and the axial feed force (Fy). These
forces are depicted below in Figure 2.3. According to the universally accepted
Merchant model (Merchant, 1945) for two dimensional orthogonal cutting, the
chip is assumed to be an independent body held in equilibrium. The tangential
cutting force and the radial thrust force can be added together to give the resultant
30

force (R) of the operation. This force must be equal and opposite to the resultant
force generated along the shear plane from the shear force (Fs) and the normal
force (Fn). The axial feed force does not appear in Merchant’s model because
actual turning is a three dimensional cutting process, meaning the axial feed force
≠ 0. This value however is typically very small.

Tool
Chip
R
R=R

Fz

Cutting
speed

Fx
Fs
Fn

R

Figure 2.3 - Diagram of cutting forces for orthogonal cutting
Tool Wear
Tool wear, is of interest in machining because of its detrimental affects on
part production and part quality. Cutting speed has been found to have the
greatest influence on tool wear (Kalpakjian et al., 2003), yet this wear is a
function of tool material, tool geometry, and the physical, mechanical, and
chemical properties of the workpiece (Huang, 2002; Kalpakjian et al., 2003).
Although advances in cutting materials over past decades have tremendously
improved tool life, predicting and understanding tool wear has proven to be
complex (Huang, 2002).

Because of the tool’s small contact area, stresses

developing on the tool faces are very high. Tool wear generally forms through
several wear mechanisms.

These mechanisms, or any combination of them,
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include the following: adhesion, abrasion, diffusion, surface fatigue, and chemical
reaction (Shaw et al., 1984). Depending upon the cutting conditions, workpiece,
and cutting tool materials, these mechanisms produce marks or scars on the
cutting tool in the form of different wear patterns. Typical wear patterns are
shown in Figure 2.4 and include but are not limited to: flank wear, crater wear,
built-up edge and notching or grooving.

Figure 2.4 - Characteristic tool wear patterns (Kalpakjian et al., 2003)
Adhesion wear is caused by the fracturing of welded asperities junctions
between the workpiece and the cutting tool that develop during the high pressures
and temperatures of the cutting process.

Abrasion wear occurs when hard

particles located either on the chip or the workpiece rub over the face of the tool
causing microcutting or microcracking. Diffusion can occur when atoms from the
cutting tool disperse into the chip or workpiece due to the solubility of the two
materials under high contact. Surface fatigue typically takes place under cyclic
plastic and/or elastic deformations caused by sliding asperities in the workpiece or
tool. Chemical reaction wear in machining typically occurs due to the formation
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of chemical compounds which corrode the tool under high stresses and
temperatures. Measuring tool wear is typically done under microscopy.
Chip Morphology
Chip

morphology

is

an

important

consideration

in

measuring

machinability because of its influence on workpiece surface integrity and tool
wear (Kalpakjian et al., 2003). Chips are typically studied for their overall shape
and cross-sectional geometry using high powered microscopy. Examining how
chips evolve throughout the cutting process and during different cutting
conditions may give insight into manufacturing productivity where tool wear and
workpiece dimensional accuracy are closely monitored.
Chips produced from machining most metals and alloys can be classified
into four distinct geometrical categories: flow chips, wavy chips, segmented
chips, and discontinuous chips (Komanduri, 1993). Examples of these types of
chips can be seen below in Figure 2.5. Flow type chips arise in machining of
ductile materials and can be classified by their uniform cross-section. Wavy chips
occur when the shear angle oscillates widely causing fluctuations in cutting forces
and chip thickness (Shaw et al., 1993).

Discontinuous chip formations are

common in many brittle materials machined at low cutting speeds (Tonshoff et
al., 2000) and are classified by their nearly identical discontinuous broken
segments (Shaw et al., 1993). Segmented chips show areas of intense shear strain
in cyclic form causing sharp segments to be distributed along the free side of the
chip.

These chips typically arise when machining hardened steel and other
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difficult to cut alloys such as titanium (Hua et al., 2004), nickel (Shaw et al.,
1993), and 60/40 Brass (Shaw et al., 1993).

Tool

Tool

(a)

(b)

Tool

Tool

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5 - Diagrams of chip categories: (a) flow type or continuous chip,
(b) wavy chip, (c) discontinuous chip, and (d) segmented chip
Surface Roughness
The surface qualities of a workpiece are essential not only for dimensional
accuracy and aesthetics, but also for other physical and chemical properties such
as fracture toughness, corrosion resistance, and fatigue life. In a turning process,
feed rate and tool nose radius are the independent variables that have the greatest
effect on surface roughness and are thus controlled for the specific cutting
application. Slower feeds and larger radii lead to better surface finish. Advances
in cutting tool materials and dimensional accuracy have also improved surface
qualities tremendously.
Surface finish is typically quantified by its arithmetic average roughness,
Ra, which measures the average deviation of an irregular surface compared to a
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perfectly smooth plane or cylinder.

Profilometers are typically used in

determining Ra. Traditional profilometers use a diamond stylus which is dragged
over the samples surface to give a profile of the uneven surface. Because of these
instruments’ adherent errors due to the finite stylus size and their ability to
sometimes cause damage to measured surface, non-contact profilometers have
been developed that yield more accurate three dimensional surface finish
characteristics.
Cutting Materials
New workpiece materials with improved strength, hardness, and thermal
properties are continually being sought after for advanced engineering designs.
With this said however, these same characteristics that make these new materials
advantageous also make them difficult to manufacture. Cutting tools used in
machining must maintain functionality throughout the material removal process to
ensure workpiece dimensional correctness and minimal cutting forces. Constant
wearing on the tool face, excessive heat generated during cutting, and thermal
shock are primary obstacles that cutting tools face (Davis, 1995).

The

requirements for tools to be hard and/or tough usually depend on the workpiece
properties and machining conditions. Cutting tool materials have evolved in
recent years with the synthesis of many ultra-hard compounds, yet many
traditional materials such as high speed tool steel are still widely used in industry
today.
Tool materials can typically be separated into five distinct categories: high
speed steels, carbides, ceramics, polycrystalline diamond, and cubic boron nitride.
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High speed steels are known for their relatively low hardness yet high fracture
toughness. Because of their reduction of strength at elevated temperatures, these
cutting materials are typically used in mild cutting conditions such as cutting soft
metals using slower cutting speeds (Davis, 1995). Cemented carbide tools, used
in an estimated 70% of the worlds machining processes (Davis, 1995), are
typically composed of tungsten carbide (WC) powder combined with cobalt. The
cobalt phase improves on the tool’s toughness and acts as a matrix holding the
WC particles together.

Ceramic tools are typically utilized for their wear

resistance and high temperature stability. Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and
polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (CBN) are the two hardest materials known
making them ideal for many machining applications where strength and wear
resistance are essential. PCD tools exhibit greater thermal conductivity and less
tool wear, but are more chemically reactive to many workpiece materials. CBN
tools are typically used in machining of hardened steel. Since both PCD and
CBN tools are brittle and show low fracture toughness, they are typically sintered
with cobalt or tungsten carbide.

Numerous types of coatings can also be applied

to the above cutting materials for added wear resistance and tool life.
Conventional Workpiece Materials
Machining is typically associated with the material removal of metals and
alloys; however numerous other engineering materials can be machined.
Ceramics, polymers, elastomers, glasses, and composites have all been machined
with dimensional success when the proper cutting tools and process variables are
utilized.

Although these materials have essential roles in many industrial
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applications, metals and alloys have been established as one of the most versatile
materials for engineering structural applications. As of 2005, over $100 billion is
spent world wide every year on metal cutting finishing operations such as turning,
grinding, and milling (Ezugwu, 2005).

Due to their relative high moduli,

ductility, ease of manufacture, and their ability to yield before fracture (Ashby,
1999), metals have become one of the most widely used engineering materials.
These properties all stem from the metals’ microstructure and its characteristics.
Understanding how these microscopic features of metal are formed and how they
evolve is vital for their usage and how they are to be manufactured. An overview
of traditional and advanced metals microstructures and how they pertain to
machining is presented below.
Polycrystalline Metals and Their Microstructures
With an exception to a small number of advanced engineering
components, most engineering metals are composed of atom clusters arranged in
groups of periodic fashion called crystals or grains, hence the name
polycrystalline materials. Grains of the same lattice structure but in different
orientations are separated by planer defects in the lattice structure called grain
boundaries. These two features can be seen in Figure 2.6. Quantifying grain
structures in a material is typically measured by their average grain diameter. The
Hall-Petch relation of Equation 2.1 demonstrates that a material’s yield strength is
inversely proportional to its average grain size.
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Grains
Grain
boundaries

Figure 2.6 - Representation of a polycrystalline material

σ y = σ 0 + Kd −1 / 2

(2.1)

Where σy is the yield strength, d is the mean diameter of the grains, and σ0
and K are constants for the material. With this relationship, it can be seen that
reducing crystal sizes in materials significantly increases their strength without
increasing their mass or volume.
Another imperfection in the lattice structure of a material that may add to
its strength is called a line imperfection or a dislocation. A dislocation in a crystal
is a linear or one dimensional defect that provides a mechanism for plastic
deformation in metals and alloys. Dislocations begin to form typically during
solidification or when the material is plastically deformed. Quantifying these
dislocations in a metal is typically characterized by its dislocation density. These
defects, along with grain boundaries, aid in blocking further slip in the lattice, and
are critical for controlling the strength and ductility of metals and alloys.
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Advanced Workpiece Materials
Ultrafine Grained Materials
With the knowledge of grain size on material strength, an obvious trend in
research and industry has been to synthesize materials with extremely small grain
sizes. Ultrafine grained materials (UFG) are defined as polycrystalline materials
with grains of less than 1 µm (Valiev et al., 2006). Methods for manufacturing
these nanostructured materials can be classified into two different categories. The
“bottom up” approach involves the assembly of individual atoms or nanoparticles
to form a bulk workpiece material. The “top down” technique starts with a coarse
grained bulk polycrystalline material and is then processed to refine grains into
UFGs. Although the “bottom up” approached has been shown to produce UFG
materials with smaller crystal sizes, the “top down” approach has shown the
greatest potential in producing materials with the least amount of effort (Lowe et
al., 2006).
UFG Materials Produced through Severe Plastic Deformation
Severe plastic deformation involves introducing extremely large strains
(greater than 4) to refine grain sizes and is practiced through hydrostatic pressure
to prevent the free flow of material. Because the material begins (and remains) in
bulk form, less porosity is created during production, unlike materials synthesized
through “bottom up” approaches.
The superior properties of SPD materials feature granular type grain
structures containing mainly high angle GBs which help increase mechanical
strength while improving ductility and superplasticity. SPD produced materials
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contain more homogeneous and reasonably equiaxed microstructures making
them 25-100% stronger than materials produced through conventional techniques
(cold rolling, drawing, etc.) (Lowe et al., 2006).

Another distinctive

microstructural defect of SPD materials is their non-equilibrium grain boundaries.
Non-equilibrium grain boundaries are deformed without elastic recovery and are
characterized by two features: excess grain boundary energy and long range
elastic stresses (Valiev et al., 2000).

The nature of equilibrium and non-

equilibrium grain boundaries can be seen below graphically in Figure 2.7. With
strains occurring at maximum near the GBs, dislocations are also quite prevalent
in these areas.

Figure 2.7 - Grain boundaries deformed to yield equilibrium GBs (a) and (b)
and non-equilibrium GBs (c) and (d) (Valiev et al., 2000)
Equal Channel Angular Pressing
Numerous SPD techniques have been developed that allow a material to
be strained without changes in size and shape.

Two of the most popular

production methods in terms of research are high pressure torsion (HPT) and
equal channel angular pressing (ECAP). As illustrated in Figure 2.8(a), HPT
produces UFG materials by which a sample in the form of a thin disk is subjected
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to torsional straining under high hydrostatic pressure. ECAP is a method where
sample billets are inserted through a die channel which intersects another channel
at an abrupt angle causing large shear strains (Figure 2.8(b)). ECAP can also be
referred to as equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE); however the term ECAP
will be used exclusively in this thesis. Although HPT methods have been shown
to be able to produce samples with smaller grain sizes than ECAP (Valiev et al.,
2000), ECAP shows the greatest potential for having an industrial impact due to
its ability to produce relatively large, bulk samples that contain homogeneous
grains with relative ease (Zhu et al., 2004; Valiev et al., 2006).
Downward
force

Starting
billet

Plunger

A

Cross-section AA
This angle
may be
other than
90˚

A

Test
sample
Base

Die
Extruded
billet

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8 - The SPD processes of (a) severe plastic torsion straining and (b)
equal channel angular pressing
Since the cross-sectional area of an ECAP sample remains unchanged,
multiple passes and rotations can be performed to achieve extremely high strains.
Grain types produced from ECAP depend strongly on the route of processing.
Four basic processing routes have been developed to refine microstructures
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(Furukawa et al., 2001). Samples processed through Route A are not rotated
during multiple passes.

For Route Ba, the billet is rotated 90 degrees in

alternating directions after each pass through the die. While for Route Bc, the
billet is rotated 90 degrees in same direction. A 180 degree rotation after each
pass is utilized for Route C. Even though all four methods have the ability to
reduce grain sizes to under 1 µm, Route Bc has been shown to yield better surface
finish and more consistently grains throughout the sample, giving it more
isotropic characteristics (Stolyarov et al., 2001a; Haouaoui et al., 2004). An
example of the homogeneous and equiaxed grains produced from deforming
titanium through route Bc can be seen in the TEM image below of Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9 - TEM image obtained from (Stolyarov et al., 2001a) of the ECAP
titanium bar formed through route Bc.
Thermal Stability of SPD Materials
It has been estimated that roughly 10% of the stresses applied during bulk
deformation are stored in the form of residual stresses (Askeland et al., 2003).
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The addition of residual stresses increases the internal energy of the metal. It is
known that grains in nanostructured materials are in a metastable form because of
their high internal energy.

Grain growth may occur at considerably lower

temperatures (0.4Tmelt) than with coarse grained materials (Baro et al., 2001).
Because defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries are at higher free
energies than the rest of the crystal, their ability to change in size and shape
occurs much easier than with the rest of the lattice structure. Since these defects
are what primarily give UFG materials their unique properties, it is crucial that
structural applications involving these materials be operated at temperatures
below the crystal structure’s recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth
temperatures (Valiev et al., 2000).
There are typically three stages of annealing in SPD materials (shown in
Figure 2.10) (Valiev et al., 2000). Recovery from non-equilibrium GB structure
will first relax internal stresses and partially annihilate defects such as
dislocations at GBs and in the interior of grains.

The second phase of the

annealing process occurs during the onset of migration of non-equilibrium BGs.
This stage may also result in abnormal grain growth as shown in Figure 2.10(c).
The final stage is typically the onset of normal grain growth.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.10 - Progress of grains and defects in SPD copper during heating (Valiev
et al., 2000): (a) as prepared material (b) recovery from non-equilibrium GBs and
relaxation of stresses (c) migration of non-equilibrium GBs and (d) initialization of
normal grain growth
Thermal experiments have been conducted on SPD copper and titanium in
an attempt to see where stages of annealing begin and how properties change at
these temperatures. Two different annealing tests have been performed on ECAP
copper for tension (Figure 2.11(a)) and compression (Figure 2.11(b)) for two
different annealing times and temperatures (Valiev, 1997). In this study it was
found that annealing the copper sample fully at 773 K for 1 hour reduced the
overall strength of the material with a great reduction in Young’s modulus. For
the shorter annealing time at lower temperature for the ECAP copper in
compression, strength is also reduced yet the modulus remains much higher than
with the fully annealed sample. It was found that the shorter annealing did not
lead to subsequent grain growth, but resulted in the recovery of defect structure of
the grain boundaries (Valiev, 1997).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11 - ECAP Cu stress-strain curves for deformed and annealed states
in (a) tension and (b) compression (Valiev, 1997)
Similar tests were performed for nanostructured titanium produced
through severe plastic torsion. Figure 2.12 below shows how the grain size (d),
hardness (Hv), ultimate tensile strength (σU), and yield strength (σy) are affected
by annealing temperature. All properties are considered to be relative stable up to
250°C. Yield strength begins to decrease significantly at 300°C as grain size
slowly begins to grow.
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Figure 2.12 - Dependence of average grain size (d), hardness (Hv), ultimate
tensile strength (σU), and yield strength (σy) of nanostructured ECAP
titanium on the annealing temperature. Samples were annealed for 1 hour.
(Valiev et al., 2000)
Microstructure Characterization of UFG Materials
Electron Microscopy and X-ray Diffraction
Determining the actual structure characterization in UFG materials has
proven to be difficult using conventional methods because of the nano sized
features of UFG domains. Qualifying and quantifying defect structure however is
vital for determining their microstructural evolution through their synthesis and
actual service life. Two popular methods for determining the size and structure of
UFG materials are electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction techniques.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging is a technique in which
a beam of electrons is focused through a thin specimen causing an enlarged
version to appear on a substrate or imaging defector. Structural data, can be
obtained through micrograph images or diffraction rings created by the electron
scattering in TEM. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) works in a similar
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manor to TEM yet electron beams are scattered off the sample as opposed to
being transmitted through it.

Sample preparation for these two electron

microscopy techniques is quite different. Scanning electron microscopy requires
samples to be polished to a mirror finish and then chemically etched to reveal
grain boundaries and thus grains. TEM samples must be produced extremely thin
(typically a few µm) where electrons can be transmitted through the sample. This
sample preparation for TEM has proven to be expensive and time consuming and
must be done cautiously as to not harm the microstructure of the sample. For
SEM, specific etchants must be selected carefully to chemically attack only
microstructures of the highest energy such as grain boundaries.
In x-ray diffraction a single wavelength of X-rays beams are shot into a
specimen using a diffractometer (Figure 2.13).

X-rays emitted from the

diffractometer are rotated relative to the sample. The majority of these X-rays are
scattered from hitting atoms in the sample and cancel each other out, however
radiation that strikes specific crystallographic planes at certain angles (Bragg
angles) are reinforced or diffracted rather than cancelled. This phenomenon is
called diffraction and can be shown in Figure 2.14. Diffraction occurs when
Braggs Law (Equation 2.2) is satisfied. Sample preparation is much simpler in
XRD since the samples surface need only be flat. Samples can either be prepared
in bulk or powder form, although filing certain materials down to powders may
change their microstructures. No chemical etchants are needed as X-rays are
directed into the sample and measured in a direction perpendicular to the sample’s
flat surface.
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Diffractometer

Sample

Figure 2.13 - A beam of X-rays is shot into the sample where a diffractometer
measures intensities

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14 - X-rays scattered from one atom that (a) cancels out radiation
from other atoms and (b) reinforces radiation in certain crystallographic
planes (Askeland et al., 2003)

λ = 2d sin θ B

(2.2)

Where λ is the wavelength of primary X-rays, d is the spacing between
lattice planes (as seen in Figure 2.14), and θB is the Bragg angle.
Although quite different in sample preparation and processing techniques,
both systems can be utilized to determine crystal sizes and defect structures in
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different polycrystals. TEM allows for more of a direct measurement of structural
characteristics, such as grain size and defect concentration, through viewing of
actual crystal structures.

Determining microstructural data from XRD is

performed using intensity data obtained throughout the rotational scanning of a
sample. Large intensities developed from X-rays diffracting off aligned atoms at
Bragg angles (Figure 2.15(a)) are used in a peak profile analysis. The locations of
Bragg angles represent the separate crystal planes in the crystal structure. Larger
intensities develop when atoms are more perfectly aligned. If the crystal being
measured is perfect, meaning it is a single crystal which is defect free, intensity
peaks will be very large in magnitude with little broadening or widening
occurring. Broadening occurs in intensity peaks due to: instrumental effects,
crystal size effects (small crystals), and lattice distortion (non-uniform
microstrain). Instrumental broadening, which is simply caused by the inaccuracy
of the diffractometer, is typically established through measuring the broadening of
a near perfect structure, such as the commonly used LaB6 or a fully annealed
polycrystalline material with large crystals and little defects.

Small crystal

structure (typically less than 1 µm) and lattice defects, composed of microstrain
caused mainly from dislocations, are the primary causes for this broadening
(Ungar, 2004a).
Numerous methods for separating crystal size and microstrain from peak
profiles of small grained materials have been developed. These methods differ
only in the post processing of intensity peaks measured from the X-ray
diffractometer. All methods for determining lattice size and strain require that
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background intensity be subtracted and any secondary wavelengths present to be
stripped. Background intensities as seen in Figure 2.15b) develop due to both
diffuse scattering intensities from the sample and the instrument, such as air
diffracting radiation (Warren, 1990). A secondary X-ray wavelength, referred to
as λα2, emitted from the diffractometer can sometimes cause secondary peaks to
form at separate, weaker Bragg angles (Figure 2.15(b)). λα2 wavelengths are
removed to give a true shape of the broadened peak produced at the Bragg angle
caused solely by the λα1 wavelength.

Both of these instrumental errors are

typically removed using computer software.
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Figure 2.15 - Intensity scans of Bragg angles: (a) an partial scan of Cu, (b)
detailed scan of the (220) plane with background intensity and λα2 wavelength
present, and (c) corrected intensities for (220) peak
Methods for Determining Microstructure using XRD
Scherrer formula (Scherrer, 1918)
In 1918 Scherrer developed a simple equation of relating crystal size to
line broadening. He discovered that intensity peaks began to broaden as crystal
size is decreased. This method uses the width of the diffraction curve. The
Scherrer formula can be seen below in Equation 2.3
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t=

0 .9 λ
B cos θ B

(2.3)

Where t is the volume weighted crystal (domain) size, λ is the wavelength
of X-rays, θB is the exact Bragg angle, and B is the width of the peak measured at
half the maximum intensity. B is typically referred to as the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) and can be seen schematically in Figure 2.15(c).

The

Scherrer formula however assumes that samples are strain free and the broadening
is only caused by size effect.
Warren-Averbach method (Warren et al., 1950)
The Warren-Averbach (W-A) method uses an approximation of the
physical measured profile to a fitted Fourier series for each Bragg reflection. This
method was one of the first methods to consider the shape of the line as opposed
to just the peak width. Fourier coefficients are determined from the fitted profiles
and the size and strain from broadening based on their different dependences on
the order of reflection are determined. Unlike the simple Scherrer formula, the
W-A method utilizes more than one peak profile to give area weighted average
crystal size and microstrain.
Williamson-Hall method (Williamson et al., 1953)
The Williamson-Hall (W-H) method uses FWHM values as a function of
θB to deconvoluted the size and strain. The overall shape of the individual peak is
assumed to be either a Gaussian, Lorentzian, or Voigtian shaped profile. The
Voigtian profile is a linear combination of both the Gaussian and Lorentzian
profiles. As seen below in Equation 2.4, the W-H method essentially combines
the Scherrer formula with a term for the strain caused by broadening.
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FWHM =

0 .9 λ
+ 4 * ε str * tan θ B
t cos θ B

(2.4)

Where εstr represents the microstrain caused by broadening. The size and
strain components of Equation 2.4 show different θB dependence, which provides
a means of separating the two components. Separating these terms is completed
by multiplying Equation 2.4 by cosθB to form Equation 2.5 and constructing a plot
of FWHM*cos(θB) against 4*sin(θB) term. If a linear relationship exists, the y
intercept is equal to the volume weighted crystal size while the slope is equivalent
to the strain.
FWHM * cos θ B =

0 .9 λ
+ 4 * sin ϑ B
t

(2.5)

Multiple Whole Profile Fitting
Multiple whole profile (MWP) fitting is a computer algorithm created by
(Ungar et al., 2001; Ribarik et al., 2001) in which experimental peak profiles are
fitted by theoretical profiles determined on the basis of a microstructure model.
This method assumes that lattice microstrains are caused solely by dislocations
and that crystallites (coherently scattering domains) have spherical shape. A lognormal distribution is also assumed, which has been shown to occur in numerous
experimental investigations using both TEM and XRD (Krill et al., 1993; Ungar
et al., 1999; Gubicza et al., 2000). Both cubic and hexagonal crystal systems can
be used for this analysis. The program uses normalized intensity peaks as inputs
and determines their Fourier transforms. It then fits them simultaneously with the
products of the theoretical size and strain Fourier transforms using a MarquardtLevenberg least squares method. The fitting parameters are given as outputs and
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are: the median (m) and variance (σ) of the log-normal distribution and the density
(ρ) of dislocations.

From the median and variance of the distribution, the

arithmetic-, area-, and volume-weighted crystal sizes can be obtained through the
following expressions (Hinds, 1982).

D
D
D

arithmetic

area

= m * exp(0.5 * σ 2 )

= m * exp(2.5 * σ 2 )

volume

= m * exp(3.5 * σ 2 )

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

The MWP fitting method offers many advantages over the more
traditional methods mentioned above. This model can be used with both FCC
(copper) and HCP (titanium) structures with good fit approximation, unlike the
W-A and W-H methods that have been shown to give poor fitting with hexagonal
structures. The W-H and W-A also do not consider strain anisotropy in the
crystal structure which is caused mainly through dislocations (Scardi et al., 2004).
Strain anisotropy means that neither the FWHM of the W-H method nor the
Fourier coefficients of the W-A method are monotonous functions of the
diffraction angle (Ungar, 2004a) (Ungar, 2004b). The MWP fitting method also
uses contrast factors to express the <hkl> direction dependence when dislocations
are the main cause of strain.
XRD for Coarse Grained Microstructures
Coarse grained polycrystalline materials are not typically quantified using
X-ray diffraction techniques. The main reason for this is they can typically by
viewed easily using microscopy techniques. Etching these materials to view their
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microstructures is quite easy since they are relatively defect free with much fewer
dislocations and grain boundaries compared to UFG materials. In fact, many of
these CG material’s microstructures can be seen under high powered optical
microscopy instead of having to use SEM or TEM.
Another motive for not using XRD analysis to determine grain sizes in CG
is that it typically gives inaccurate results. As mentioned above, peak broadening
is caused by small crystal size and microstrains in polycrystalline material. If a
polycrystalline material has little strain, as with most CG specimens, then line
broadening is assumed to be caused solely by crystal size. Applying the Scherrer
formula, it can be seen that materials with large grain sizes will yield line
broadening (FWHM) of extremely small amounts, making it difficult to measure
accurately. This broadening can sometimes be much smaller than the actual
instrumental broadening of the machine. The upper limit of measuring crystal
sizes accurately has been debated with (Warren, 1990) determining it to be
approximately 1 µm, while (Scardi et al., 2004) finding this to be closer to 500nm.
Discrepancies between TEM and XRD for UFG Materials
Crystal Size
Good agreement has been discovered between crystal sizes measured from
TEM and XRD for nanocrystalline loose powders such as Si3N4 (Ungar et al.,
2001; Ungar et al., 2003; Gubicza et al., 2000), CeO2 (Langford et al., 2000), and
ZnO (Louer et al., 1983). It should be noted that although these materials exhibit
nanocrystalline properties, they are not in bulk form. From these cases, it can be
concluded that identical size and size distributions can be shown between XRD
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profile analysis and TEM methods for loose powder samples as long as the
particle sizes are smaller than 1 µm or within the range of the XRD peak
broadening (Ungar et al., 2003).
Although not as exact as loose powders, good correlation exists between
electron microscopy and X-ray peak profile analysis for bulk samples that have
been formed through the consolidation of nanopowders. This has been shown
through experiments with nanocrystalline Cu (Sanders et al., 1997) and Pd
(Birringer et al., 1984; Krill et al., 1993) formed from inert-gas condensation and
hot compaction.
UFG and nanostructured materials formed through severe plastic
deformation are similar to consolidated materials in that they are bulk samples
with homogeneous microstructures (Gubicza et al., 2005), yet their differences lie
in their defect structure. Samples formed through powders typically contain less
strain yet have been shown to contain more voids due to poor compaction. SPD
materials show various types of dislocations, grain boundaries and subgrain
structures (Zhu et al., 2003). Grain sizes distributions of nanocrystalline materials
obtained from X-ray diffraction techniques are typically much less than those
found using histograms of grain size distributions from TEM imaging. Equal
channel angular pressed pure copper (Ungar et al., 2001) and titanium (Gubicza et
al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2003) both showed much larger crystal sizes obtained for
TEM than XRD. With this said however, there was similarity in the smaller
crystal size values found from XRD and the subgrains and dislocation cells
obtained through TEM.

The average size of subgrains or dislocation cells
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obtained from XRD is typically what is expected in the case of bulk materials
containing strain or dislocations (Ungar et al., 2003; Gubicza et al., 2005).
Reasons for structural discrepancies between materials can be described
by how the two separate techniques acquire crystallographic information. X-ray
diffraction measures grain sizes through the material’s volume in a direction
perpendicular to the sample surface, thus giving an average size. Because TEM
imaging is performed in a specific finite region parallel to the sample surface,
fewer grains are measured for quantifying microstructure. The number of crystals
used for XRD analysis is found to be at least five times greater than TEM analysis
(Ungar et al., 2001), thus giving a more accurate average value for structural
parameters. Inconsistencies between TEM and XRD may simply arise from not
obtaining a true mean value of crystal structure over the sample being studied.
Another discrepancy in the two methods arises from how individual crystals are
defined. X-ray structural analysis acquires the coherently diffracting domain
which is the smallest undeformed volume in the crystal lattice (Gubicza et al.,
2005; Ungar et al., 2001). This may include clearly defined grain boundaries but
may also include small misorientations of one or two degrees (low angle grain
boundaries). For XRD analysis in SPD bulk materials, the consistently scattering
domains may be nearer to subgrains or dislocation cells than to crystallographic
grains (Ungar et al., 2001). This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 2.16 which
depicts a single grain from ECAP copper that can be separated into smaller
subgrains and dislocation cells. Figure 2.17 shows the similarity of crystal size
distribution obtained through XRD and TEM when large grains (labeled gross)
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and subgrains and dislocation cells (labeled fine) are considered These features
may be difficult to see under TEM since grains of slightly different orientation
may show similar contrasts.

These subgrains typically need high resolution

electron microscopy (HREM) to viewed (Gubicza et al., 2005).

Grain A
A

Grain A

Subgrains and
dislocation cells
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.16 - UFG copper produced through ECAP from (Ungar et al., 2001):
(a) TEM image of crystals, (b) contours draw around large grains, and (c)
grain A separated into smaller subgrains and dislocation cells
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Figure 2.17 - Crystal size distribution for XRD and TEM for ECAP copper
(Ungar et al., 2001)
Dislocations
Microstrain in crystalline materials can be caused by the following:
dislocations, stacking faults, twinning, long-range internal stresses, grain
boundaries, sub-boundaries, internal stresses, chemical heterogeneities, point
defects or precipitates and inclusions. Typically dislocations are considered to be
the main source of strain in microstructural analysis since they are the major
components in all of the above listed defects except: chemical heterogeneities,
point defects or precipitates and inclusions (Ungar, 2004a).
Measuring dislocation structure has become vital since this property has
been shown to have a greater affect on a material’s strength than grain size in
UFG materials (Zhu et al., 2003; Gubicza et al., 2005). Yield strength calculated
from grain sizes obtained from XRD in Ti was 2.75 times higher than
experimental values (Zhu et al., 2003). This is in direct disagreement to the HallPetch equation which relates grain size to yield strength. Recovery of grain
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boundary defects, such as dislocations, has been shown to occur quicker than
grain growth initiation during annealing of some SPD materials (Valiev et al.,
2000). Dislocation densities are shown to have greater correlation between XRD
peak profile analysis and TEM imaging than when measuring crystal sizes (Ungar
et al., 2003; Ungar, 2004). However dislocation density is quite difficult to
measure with TEM, due to the non-uniform contrast in images produced (Valiev,
1997). Because of this, dislocations and other small defects are typically viewed
under HREM (Ungar et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2003). Numerous methods for
calculating dislocation densities using XRD have been developed which allow
extraction of this parameter from intensity profiles (Ungar et al., 1999; Ungar et
al., 2001; Ribarik et al., 2001). X-ray profiles typically broaden when dislocation
densities are larger than 5 x 1012 m-2 (Ungar, 2004a).
Proposed Work
The proposed experimental work for this thesis is now discussed. The
following two chapters are separated into two similar yet independent
experiments. The first experiment examines the machinability and microstructure
stability of ECAP pure copper during machining, while the second experiment
examines these two characteristics with ECAP pure titanium. The proposed work
is to:
(a)

Measure the machinability of both ECAP pure copper and titanium
through quantifying and qualifying cutting forces, tool wear, chip
morphology, and surface finish and comparing these dependent
variables to those of coarse grained copper and titanium.
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(b)

Examine the microstructure stability during machining of ECAP
pure copper and titanium by examining crystal size and dislocation
density in a radial direction before and after machining.

For each experiment, the materials are first introduced. This includes a
brief overview of their properties along with specific industrial applications that
could benefit from these materials after being processed through ECAP and
further machined.

The experimental procedure is then justified with cutting

conditions and cutting tool materials chosen to cut workpieces based on the
amount of material available and existence of previous research. Preparation
methods for microstructure analysis for the electron microscopy and X-ray
diffraction are mentioned.

Different locations along the cross-section of the

workpieces are chosen to examine any defect changes in a radial direction.
Results from machining are given in terms of the following dependent
outputs: cutting forces, tool wear, chip morphology, and surface roughness. How
these variables compare to coarse grained copper and titanium along with
previous research conducted is then discussed. These measures of machinability
are also examined for possible implantation of these processes in an actual
manufacturing environment.
Microstructure analysis results are then presented for the metals in their
machined and unmachined states. Crystal sizes and dislocation densities acquired
through analysis are discussed and compared at different locations of the
workpieces and also compared to published data for similar materials.

Any

changes in defect structure are then compared to annealing experiments to
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estimate possible temperatures the materials could have encountered during
machining.
Finally, conclusions for the machinability and microstructure stability are
drawn for each experiment.
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CHAPTER 3
MACHINABILITY AND MICROSTRUCTURE STABILITY OF ECAP
COPPER

Introduction
Although copper is considered to by human being’s oldest metal, (dating
back more than 10,000 years), this material continually finds usage in many high
tech engineering applications. Copper exhibits some very unique properties such
as extremely high conductivity and ductility. Copper is second only to silver in
its ability to conduct electricity making it an obvious inexpensive choice for the
manufacturing of electrical wires and computer chips.

For more structure

demanding parts, the addition of alloying materials such as zinc, tin, lead, and
aluminum (producing brass and bronze) will significantly increase copper’s
strength. This increase in strength however is typically countered by a decrease in
electrical conductivity. Health concerns are also arising due to the additions of
alloys to copper such as the transfer of lead particles to drinking water in
plumbing applications.
Even though copper has been manufactured for centuries, it is still
considered to by difficult to machine due to its high ductility (Kuyucak et al.,
1996). This property can cause copper chips to adhere to cutting tools, thus
disrupting the tool-chip interface and causing poor surface finish. Most copper

applications are made more machinable by the addition of softer, second phase
particles such as sulfur, tellurium, and selenium into their structure that help
reduce ductility while having little effects on its electrical properties. These
additives however, can make copper non-recyclable and unable to be plated with
other metals (Kuyucak et al., 1996). An obvious demand has arisen for a pure
copper that has good strength properties and is easily machined.
Ultrafine grained copper produced through ECAP has been researched
extensively for its structural characterization and production methods yet not for
its relative machinability. Due to its unique physical properties, this material
shows promise in both structural and electrical applications that may benefit from
the use of pure, un-alloyed copper. In this experiment, the relative machinability
of oxygen free high conductive (OFHC) pure copper produced through ECAP is
measured through considering its cutting forces, tool wear, chip morphology, and
surface roughness. These features are compared with OFHC pure coarse grained
copper. The microstructure stability is examined to confirm the copper was not
damaged during machining. This chapter first examines the experimental setup
and design, followed by results and discussion on machinability and
microstructure stability.
Experimental Setup
Tool Selection
Tungsten carbide (Kennametal TPGN160308 K313) and polycrystalline
diamond tools (Kennametal TPGN160308F KD100) were chosen for this
comparison study since both tool materials are used in industry to cut coarse64

grained copper and its alloys with favorable results. Diamond tools have been
widely accepted as the one of the best tool material to machine regular coarsegrained copper, especially when good surface finish and dimensional accuracy are
required.

One specific application in which this material is used is in the

machining of copper optical mirrors and molds for injection molding of fine
lenses (Zhang et al., 1994; Brinksmeir et al., 1998; Kim et al., 1999; Lee et al.,
2002; Zhong et al., 2003) used in lasers. However, the price of diamond tools
(approximately $90 per tool) is still prohibitive for them to be widely used.
Carbide tools are economically more feasible (approximately $8 per tool) in
machining regular copper, but they are sometimes not favored due to possible
smearing and large cutting forces generated. With this said however, tungsten
carbide tools offer great versatility and wear resistance for the largest range of
cutting conditions for copper and its alloys according to (Kennametal, 2004).
Only uncoated tungsten carbide (WC) and polycrystalline diamond (PCD) tools
were used in the cutting experiments so that tool wear patterns and mechanisms
could be studied easily.
Machinability Test Setup
All precision cutting operations were conducted with no coolant on a
Hardinge 6/45 Talent CNC lathe. Three dimensional cutting forces generated in
turning were measured using a Kistler 9257B force dynamometer. Force signals
were then converted into output voltages using three model 5010 Kistler dual
mode charge amplifiers followed by a Krohn-Hite model #3384 anti-aliasing
filter. Final force signals were displayed and analyzed in Dynaware V2.4.1.5 data
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acquisition software. To successfully fasten the cutting tool holder (Kennametal
CTAPR-123B) to the dynamometer a tool holder mount was designed and
fabricated.

This mount, with detailed drawing found in the Appendix, was

constructed from hardened tool steel and allowed cutting tools to be mounted in
the left and right hand positions.
To examine and quantify the surface finish of the workpieces post
machining the Wyko NT-2000 non-contact surface profilometer was employed.
Surface images were used to find Ra over a selected machined surface. Because
the average surface roughness may vary up to 50% along the cutting area (Zhong
et al., 2003), 5 random locations were chosen for surface roughness testing and
then averaged.
Wear patterns that developed on the rake face and flank areas of the
cutting tools were studied using an optical microscopy (Sun DISM-2) and the
non-contact surface profilometer.

To determine the wear mechanisms and

changes in chemical composition that took place on the machine tools, an energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was performed using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S-3500N). For simplicity, only the tool rake face was
considered for this investigation.
Chip morphology was measured and quantified throughout the cutting of
both materials using both optical and scanning electron microscopy. Chip crosssectional dimensions along with their overall shape were examined and compared
for different cutting times, cutting conditions, and tool materials.
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Workpiece Setup
The ECAP copper workpieces used in these experiments were donated
from the generosity of Dr. K. Ted Hartwig of Texas A&M University (Haouaoui
et al., 2004). The SPD processing involved four consecutive extrusion passes at
room temperature following route Bc through a 90° die, giving a total true strain
of 4.6. Grain sizes were refined from 75 µm and 300 nm after the process. The
resultant UFG copper exhibited a yield stress of 350 Mpa and an ultimate tensile
stress of 450 Mpa as compared to the coarse-grained commercially pure OFHC
copper with yield stress 51 Mpa and ultimate tensile stress 256 Mpa.
The UFG copper bars, which were received in square shapes after ECAP
process, were first turned down to round shapes to fit into the collet as well as
avoid interrupting cutting in turning a squared workpiece. The square bars that
were 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm (1 x 1 inch) were machined down to 23.6 mm bars as
shown in Figure 3.1. The process to prepare the round workpieces for further
machinability research was done with a low feed rate and small depth of cut.
They were also flooded with coolant to minimize any heat effect to the workpiece,
which may cause microstructural changes. The length of the bars (152 mm) was
not affected by this pre-machining process.
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Pre-machined
workpiece

Original
workpiece

30 mm

Figure 3.1 - Preparation of ECAP copper bars for machining experiments
Experimental Design
To determine the cutting conditions used for cutting both copper bars,
numerous cutting speeds, depths of cuts, and feeds were tested on the ECAP bars
to find the best workpiece surface finish by minimizing any smearing effect. The
following cutting conditions were selected based on the best achievable surface
quality using the tungsten carbide tool: cutting speed of 1 m/s, feed rate 0.15
mm/rev, and depth of cut 0.05 mm. Such a small depth of cut was chosen because
it allowed maximum number of passes on each bar while still conserving material
removed. One hundred passes were first cut on the free end of the copper bars
with a length of 38.1 mm (sections 1-3 of Figure 3.2(a)), then another set of 100
passes of the same cutting conditions was then performed on the next 38.1 mm of
the bars (sections 4-6 in Figure 3.2(a)).

Forces were acquired, chips were

collected, and flank wear measurements were taken regularly on each of the
copper samples.
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Machining tests were stopped after completion of the 200 passes described
as above. Tool wear geometry and workpiece surface roughness were observed
more thoroughly using the profilometer. To prepare the ECAP and coarse grained
Cu workpieces for microstructural characterization after machining, each bar was
cut into 7 slices as shown in Figure 2.7(a) using a coolant flooded band saw to
minimize any thermal impact. Six slices on each bar were cut from the machined
section of the bar (Sections 1-6) while one slice was cut from the unmachined
section (Section 7).
For analysis using the scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi S-3400N),
the sections were sanded and polished to a mirror finish using a manual Buehler
MetaServ 2000 sander/polisher. The samples were then etched for 15 seconds
using a common copper Nital etchant solution of 5 g iron nitrate, 25 ml
hydrochloric acid, and 70 ml water. The samples were further rinsed in water and
air dried. SEM images were then taken at two positions on the cross sections of
each sample piece as shown as A and B in Figure 3.2(b). This information helped
to investigate any grain growth differences along the workpiece radial direction
since the location B is assumed to be the most thermally affected and the location
A

being

least.

Since

stress

related

instability

of

any

ultrafine

grained/nanostructured materials is not reported, the possible grain growth or
migration is assumed only by the thermal effect.
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Unmachined

Cu workpiece

7

6 5

Machined

4

3

2

A

1

(a)

B

(b)

20 mm

(c)

Figure 3.2 - Experimental preparation for SEM viewing: (a) sample
preparation, (b) a representative cross sectional view, and (c) actual sample
slices
For using the Scintag XDS 2000 and 2600 X-ray diffractometers, bulk
samples must be in shape of rectangular prisms with a maximum height of 3.81
mm. To achieve this, two copper slices from each workpiece, one machined and
one unmachined, were further cut into two rectangular prisms using wire
electrical discharge machining (EDM).

A detailed schematic of these two

samples can be seen below in Figure 3.3. The samples were then sanded and
polished to remove the machined surface generated during EDM. Machining
these samples into two prisms allowed microstructure information to be obtained
in the radial direction of each sample similar to the SEM measurements. With
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each sample having two sides of 3.81 mm thickness, a total of 4 measurements
could be taken. Since microstructures are assumed to be isotropic throughout,
XRD measurements were only conducted in the axial direction of the ECAP
copper bar. XRD intensity scans were collected for the UFG and CG copper
samples over a 2θ range of 40-125° using angular steps of 0.02° and a counting
time of 0.5 seconds. Once the locations of high intensity peaks were found
through this initial full scan, detailed scans were completed with a counting time
of 20 seconds at the Bragg reflections using angular steps of 0.02°. Peaks were
then stripped of Kα2 wavelengths and the background intensity was subtracted.
Instrumental broadening was subtracted by means of the diffractometer’s Jade 7
software using a standard LaB6 sample. Crystal size and defect structure were
then quantified using the Scherrer, Warren-Averbach, Williamson-Hall, and
multiple whole profile fitting methods. XRD data was obtained only for the
ECAP copper bars machined with the tungsten carbide cutting inserts.

Outside radius
(6.07 mm from center)
3.81 mm

2nd from outside radius
(2.26 mm from center)
Inside radius
2nd from inside radius
(3.81 mm from center)

3.18 mm
6.36 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 - Copper sample prisms used for EDM: (a) dimensions and
labeling of prisms machined and (b) actual prisms
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Experimental Results
Cutting Forces
Cutting forces generated during machining are generally functions of not
only the tool material and geometry, but also of the workpiece physical properties.
Figure 3.4 shows a summary of three dimensional forces (tangential cutting force
Fx, radial thrust force Fy, and axial feed force Fz) as a function of machining time
in turning UFG and CG copper using both WC and PCD cutting tools. It is seen
that machining with the carbide tool for both coppers required up to five times the
cutting forces compared to the diamond tool. As expected, based on the cutting
configuration, the tangential cutting force was the dominant force in machining
the UFG copper with both the tool materials. Despite the much higher yield stress
and hardness of the UFG copper, the tangential cutting forces in machining the
UFG copper were approximately 5-10 N lower than those of the regular copper
when comparing Figure 3.4(a) and (b).
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Figure 3.4 - Forces during machining at V = 1 m/s, doc = 0.05 mm, f = 0.15
mm/rev for (a) UFG copper using WC and PCD tools and (b) coarse grained
copper with Fx, Fy, and Fz corresponding to tangential cutting, thrust, and feed
forces respectively
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Tool Wear
Based on the comparative tests in cutting the regular copper using both the
WC and PCD tools, no pronounced wear pattern differences were observed in
machining both the regular and UFG copper bars using the same kind of tools.
Depth of cut (DOC) notching or grooving was observed as the main wear pattern
in cutting both the regular and UFG coppers using the WC tool (Figure 3.5(a)).
As shown in Figure 3.5(b) little to no visible wear was observed in cutting both
the regular and UFG copper using the PCD tool during the investigated cutting
period, and the observed main wear pattern was flank wear. Figure 3.6 shows the
flank wear progression in turning the ECAP and regular copper bar with the
carbide and diamond tools. The flank wear length or wearland of the WC tools is
measured based on the length of the notches on the flank face.
DOC
notches

Rake face

After ~9 min

Rake face

Flank face
Little to no visible
flank wear

Flank face
300µm

300µm

After ~10 min

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 - Wear patterns in machining UFG and CG copper with (a) WC
tools and (b) PCD tools
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Figure 3.6 - Flank wear progression in machining UFG copper with WC and
PCD tools
To further understand the wear mechanisms that took place using the
different tool materials, an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was
performed to find the percent content of different elements or residue on the tool
rake face as shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that when machining the UFG
copper bar, a very small amount (0.95%) of copper trace was found on the
diamond tool rake face.

The carbide tool showed no copper trace after the

machining test.
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Table 3.1 - Chemical deposition of WC and PCD tools after cutting UFG
copper
Surface composition (% present)
Tool material

C

O

Co

Cu

W

Total

WC tool

27.24

3.51

4.57

0

64.67

100

PCD tool

85.32 11.32 0.74 0.95

1.66

100

Chip Morphology
Although the chip size and shape remained unchanged throughout
machining the UFG and regular copper, the differences in chips when machining
with carbide as opposed to diamond were significant. Figure 3.7 below shows
optical and SEM images of chips obtained in machining the UFG copper bars.
Although not pictured, the regular copper showed similar chip characterization.
As shown, the chips produced when turning with the WC tool were continuous
with burrs (approximately 1 mm2 in cross-sectional area) occurring every 2.5 cm
to 5 cm (one to two inches) on the chip free surface. This trend is in sharp
contrast with the continuous, curled chips produced from the PCD tool which
yielded no burrs. The micrographs show a smooth surface on the tool side of the
chip with a slightly rough and jagged face on the free side of the chip. Unlike the
carbide tool that generated cluttered and bunched chips, the diamond tool
produced tightly curled and continuous chips. Since the chip morphology did not
change under all the investigated machining tests, it can be concluded that tool
wear had no pronounced effect on the changes of the chip size and shape.
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Tool side of chip

10mm

Burr
Free side of chip

1mm

500 µm

(a)

Tool side of chip

No burr

Free side of chip
1mm

10mm

100 µm

(b)

Figure 3.7 - Micrographs and SEM images of UFG copper chips produced in
machining with (a) WC tool and (b) PCD tool
Surface Roughness
The average surface roughness value, Ra, was acquired using the
profilometer. Since the average surface roughness may vary up to 50% along the
cutting area (Zhong et al., 2003), 5 random locations were chosen for surface
roughness testing and then averaged. As mentioned before, the profilometer
allows images to be taken of the surface and Figure 3.8 illustrates the differences
between the contours of the machined regular and ultrafine grained copper at the
end of machining using the two tool materials. As shown, the machining marks
from two workpieces show the same spacing as the feed rate (0.15 mm/rev). A
summary of surface roughness values obtained after machining is presented in
Table 3.2. It can be observed that UFG copper machining with the PCD tool gave
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the most desirable surface roughness. Under the experimental cutting conditions,
the PCD tool yielded approximately half the roughness value (1.38 µm) compared
to the WC tool (2.97 µm), making it better suited when good surface finish is
required.

0.15mm

(a)

(b)

Feed direction

Feed direction

0.15mm

Feed direction

Feed direction

0.15mm

0.15mm

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8 - Surface information of UFG copper machined with (a) WC and (b)
PCD tools and CG copper machined with (c) WC and (d) PCD tools
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Table 3.2 - Surface roughness in machining UFG and regular coppers with
WC and PCD tools
UFG Cu Coarse Cu
WC tool

2.97 µm

4.17 µm

PCD tool 1.38 µm

2.90 µm

Discussion
Cutting Forces
Typically, forces generated when machining OFHC copper have been
large due to a relatively large contact length along the tool rake face (Lee et al.,
2002). From Figure 3.4, it can be seen that the cutting forces were lower when
using the PCD tools on both the copper workpieces. This is attributed to the
highly polished PCD tool surface which leads to less friction and allows the chip
to flow much easier over the rake face. Average surface roughness values on the
rake faces of WC and PCD tools obtained from the profilometer are shown in
Figure 3.9. Because the axial feed forces (Fz) were so small under the specified
cutting configuration, the tool-chip interface friction coefficient is calculated
using Equation 3.1 by approximating the turning as an orthogonal process
(Kalpakjian et al., 2003). The computed friction coefficient values of the PCD
and WC tools in cutting both the workpieces are shown in Table 3.3. From this
table, it can be seen that the friction coefficient along the rake face of the PCD
tool is approximately half of that of the WC tool.

µ=
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Ft + Fc tan α
Fc − Ft tan α

(3.1)

Where Ft is the radial thrust force, Fc is the cutting force, and α is the effective
rake angle, which is 5 degrees.

Ra=248.5nm

Ra=56.7nm

Tungsten
carbide

Polycrystalline
diamond

Figure 3.9 - Comparison of surface roughness on fresh WC and PCD tool tips

Table 3.3 - Tool-chip interface friction coefficients in machining UFG and
regular coppers
Cutting Force (N) Thrust Force (N)

µ

UFG copper w/ PCD tool

15

5

0.43

UFG copper w/ WC tool

65

45

0.83

CG copper w/ PCD tool

20

5

0.35

CG copper w/ WC tool

75

45

0.73

Tangential cutting forces were around 15% and 25% lower in cutting the
UFG copper using the WC and PCD tools, respectively. It has been shown that
cold-worked materials reduce frictional forces between the chip and the cutting
tools (Willson, 1962) (Mills et al., 1983) and ECAP-processed UFG copper is a
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cold-worked material. This attribute allows smaller cutting forces in machining
the ECAP-processed UFG copper than those of the regular coarse-grained copper.
Similar thrust and feed force differences were also observed and all the thrust and
feed forces were relatively low compared to the tangential cutting forces.
Tool Wear
DOC notching, as seen from machining with the tungsten carbide tools, is
attributed to excessive heat generation at the tool chip interface.

This wear

pattern, caused mostly by abrasion (Davis, 1995), is common when cutting high
temperature alloys and very soft materials such as copper (Shaw et al., 1984).
This DOC notching wear pattern of the carbide tool is attributed to the much
lower thermal conductivity (100 W/mK) compared to the diamond tool (560
W/mk), which causes the heat generated difficult to dissipate, thus raising its
temperature (Davis, 1995). Most of the energy produced from friction and plastic
deformation is transformed into heat in machining, and approximately 80% of this
heat is dissipated into the chip while the other 20% is conducted into the cutting
tool (Davis, 1995) (Komanduri, 1993). Since the heat transfer rate from the chip
is greatest on the edges than in the center, more thermal energy moves to the tool
surface from the edges of the chips. These hot chips produced by the carbide tool
due to the low thermal conductivity abrasively rub over the tool rake and flank
faces. This eventually causes DOC notching caused by abrasion at a width equal
to that of the chip as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Tool

Feed

Chip
B
A

Workpiece

N

Rake face
B
A
Flank face

Figure 3.10 - Depth-of-cut groove formation on the tungsten carbide tools
when machining UFG and CG copper

Different from the WC tool, no DOC notching was observed in using the
PCD tool. Besides being more thermally conductive when compared to the WC
tool, the PCD tool has the following attributes that make it appealing in terms of
wear resistance. Firstly, diamond is extraordinarily hard. Typically, a diamond
tool can exhibit 50 to 100 times greater tool life compared to that of a carbide
cutting tool (Davis, 1995). Secondly, a diamond tool shows a much smoother and
more polished diamond-based rake face (56.7nm Ra for PCD versus 248.5nm Ra
for WC), which thus reduces the tool-chip friction. This low friction feature also
allows the PCD tool to be less susceptible to wear (Kalpakjian et al., 2003).
Table 3.1 above lists the element percentage information of both the WC
and PCD tools. While machining the regular copper using the WC tool, copper
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particles were found in the form of residue along the tool rake and flank faces
(Morehead et al., 2005). This leads to the conclusion that adhesion was a wear
mechanism in machining the regular copper using the WC tool. Adhesion is
caused by the fracture of hot welded asperity junctions between the copper chip
and the tool tip as summarized by (Huang, 2002), thus leaving bits of copper
welded to the surface of the cutting tip. The wear mechanism of adhesion rarely
occurs independently from other mechanisms since often the material transferred
from the adhered asperities by the movement of the chip causes abrasion on the
cutting tool (Shaw et al., 1984), which produced the depth of notches in this
study. So, both abrasion and adhesion are concluded as the two main wear
mechanisms in cutting the regular pure copper using the tungsten carbide tool.
Given that no copper trace was found on the tool rake face, it is concluded that
diffusion is not a wear mechanism in cutting the regular copper using the WC
tool.
Since a copper trace was found on the PCD tools in machining both types
of copper bars, and the PCD tools did not show any detectable microwelds due to
adhesion, it is concluded that diffusion is the main wear mechanism in cutting
both types of copper instead of adhesion. This observation agrees with the earlier
work on the diffusion wear mechanism assumption in cutting copper using
diamond tools (Strenkowski et al., 1991). Also, the copper trace percentage was
higher in machining the regular copper than that of the UFG copper (1.44%
versus 0.95%). This may be because the cutting forces in machining the UFG
copper were lower than those of the regular copper. Lower cutting forces mean
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less heat generation. Since diffusion rate is temperature dependent and a lower
temperature typically leads to a lower diffusion rate (Huang, 2002), this leads to a
relative lower percentage of copper on the tool in machining the UFG copper.
As seen from Table 3.1, the PCD tool actually collected more copper on
the tool rake face than did the WC tool in machining the UFG copper (0.95%
versus 0%). However, it was observed that the PCD tool actually collected much
less copper on the tool rake face than did the WC tool in machining the regular
copper (1.44% versus 4.72%). This significant copper increase using the WC tool
is credited to pronounced adhesive wear in machining the regular copper, and
adhesive wear is believed to be responsible for the whole 4.72% increase. Tool
wear patterns and mechanisms for machining the fine and coarse grained coppers
are summarized in Table 3.4 below.

Table 3.4 - Wear patterns and mechanisms in machining coppers using WC
and PCD tools
Wear pattern

Wear mechanism

WC

DOC notching

Abrasion

PCD

Flank wear

Diffusion

UFG copper

WC

DOC notching Abrasion, adhesion

CG copper
PCD

Flank wear

Diffusion

Chip Morphology
Chips with burrs were found in machining both the regular and UFG
copper bars using the WC tool. This phenomenon is attributed to an excess of heat
at the tool chip interface in machining.
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The thermal energy generated and

retained in the metal causes the chips to cluster and melt (the melting temperature
of pure copper is 1082°C) at the primary and secondary shear zones. Once the
clusters become large and unsteady, they break off and the majority of their
content is carried away by the chip. This occurrence is somewhat similar to builtup-edge (BUE), except the burr is deposited on the free side of the chip as
opposed to the tool side. Some portions of the burr may get forced between the
tool and the workpiece causing a chip to adhere to the machined workpiece, thus
reducing surface quality and tool life. Because of the burr’s highly strained and
much harder microstructure (up to twice as high as that of the workpiece (Kim et
al., 1999)), the burr embedded chip may also help in propagating the groove
formations on the tool faces of the carbide tool. The close up image of the burr,
shown in Figure 3.7(a), shows its sharp and jagged nature. The lack of burrs
produced by the PCD tool can be explained by the PCD tool’s higher thermal
conductivity, which helps better dissipate generated heat away from the tool-chip
interface in machining. The tightly curled chips produced from the PCD tools are
attributed to good rake face lubrication (Childs et al., 1973; Horne, 1978) or small
friction coefficient. With less heat caused by friction at the tool-chip interface,
cluttered chips with their thermally induced burrs are less likely to occur.
Surface Roughness
Pure copper is typically considered difficult to machine because of its high
ductility and the high frictional forces between the chip and the cutting tool. The
resulting surface finish is normally mediocre or poor compared to other pure
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metals (Mills et al., 1983). Even after finishing passes, the copper workpiece
surface roughness may still be relatively large.
Because of their ultra-high hardness and ability to resist wear, diamond
tools are known to give a much better surface roughness when machining
nonferrous metals (Davis, 1995). When machining the two types of copper bars,
the PCD tool yielded half the surface roughness of the WC tool, making the PCD
tool more suitable when quality finishes are essential. The UFG copper bar gave
superior surface finishes when turned with both tools. This observation agrees
with the conclusion that cold working of metals improves the surface integrity and
finish after machining (Mills et al., 1983). Zhang et al., 1994 also found surface
finish to improve when machining copper that had been cold worked. To achieve
an even superior surface finish using the PCD tool, smaller feed rates and tools
with larger radii should be selected.
Microstructure Stability Results and Discussion
Electron Microscopy Results
Both the coarse and nanograined copper samples were etched of 15
seconds with the Nital solution of 5g iron nitrate, 25ml hydrochloric acid, and
70ml water. This is a commonly used chemical etchant used for viewing grain
boundaries in pure copper and brass. An SEM image of the coarse grained copper
sample can be seen below in Figure 3.11 which reveals grains of various sizes
from 50 to 200 µm. Etching for this sample is considered good sense contrast
exists between crystals of different lattice orientations. As expected no grain
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growth occurred during the machining of the CG OFHC copper bar, and for this
reason only one image is shown of the microstructure.

Figure 3.11 - SEM image of coarse grained copper where grains and grain
boundaries are clearly visible
Etching the UFG copper sample with the Nital solution had quite a
different effect on the material then with the CG sample. As seen below in the
images showing the structure of the center and outer radius of the sample before
machining (Figure 3.12(a) and (b)), the copper samples’ microstructure looks
almost porous. Etching ultrafine grain materials processed from SPD is typically
very difficult since, with high internal energy, their grain boundaries and highly
dislocated areas within the grains are easily attacked by an etchant. And for this
reason, transmission electron microscopy is typically the preferred method for
viewing their internal structure.
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50 µm

50 µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 - SEM images of the unmachined ECAP copper bar obtained at
the (a) center and (b) on the outer radius. Grains and grain boundaries are
over etched giving an almost porous looking microstructure
Figure 3.13(a) and (b) show the UFG Cu’s microstructure after machining
with the carbide tool. These also show over etched samples. Comparing Figure
3.12 with Figure 3.13 it can be speculated that some grain growth has occurred
during the machining process. It can also be seen that this growth may have been
more predominant on the outer radius of the sample which is closer to the cutting
tool. This speculation however is only enforced by four images and may not
attest for a true average grain size throughout the sample.
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50 µm

50 µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13 - SEM images of the machined ECAP copper bar obtained at the
(a) center and (b) on the outer radius using the carbide tool with V= 1 m/s,
doc = 0.05 mm, f = 0.15 mm/rev
To investigate the matter further, TEM imaging was attempted with little
success. Figure 3.14(a) represents the microstructure of the ECAP copper bar
before machining as giving by Dr. K.T. Hartwig from (Haouaoui et al., 2004). It
should be noted that this image was not obtained from this experiment. Figure
3.14(b) shows an unclear TEM micrograph of the ECAP copper sample after
being machined. The sample was prepared to a thin size by using focus ion beam
milling. Few grains and grain boundaries can be seen, as the sample is too thick
on the left hand side yet too thin on the right.

This method of viewing

microstructure was not considered anymore after this attempt, because of cost and
time reasons.
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Grain
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End of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14 - TEM images of ECAP copper (a) as received from (Haouaoui et
al., 2004) and (b) after machining where grains and grain boundaries are
visible only in the thin portion of sample
X-ray Diffraction Results
When X-ray intensity peaks obtained from the UFG copper were used in
the Warren-Averbach and Williamson-Hall methods, distorted results were
obtained. Average diffracting domain or crystal sizes were found to be negative, a
physically impossible result. Other recent experiments on SPD materials have
shown similar unfeasible results using these conventional methods (Gubicza et al.,
2001; Gubicza et al., 2003; Scardi et al., 2004). It should also be noted that,
although these two methods have shown success in yielding accurate data for
nanoparticles, these methods were developed in the 1950s when methods of
severe plastic deformation were not yet invented. Line profiles produced by small
crystal sizes and numerous dislocations are found to be non-Lorentzian, nonGaussian, and non-Voigtian (Scardi et al., 2004), meaning a good quality fit with
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W-H methods is difficult to achieve. For this reason, the multiple whole profile
fitting method, which has been shown to yield more meaningful measurements for
ECAP copper (Ungar et al., 2001; Gubicza et al., 2004; Gubicza et al., 2005), was
implemented exclusively to quantify the microstructure before and after
machining. More information on the MWP fitting program can be found in
Appendix E.

XRD analysis was not conducted for the CG copper samples

because of its inability to yield accurate results for coarse grains.
Intensity scans from 2θ = 40 -125° of the copper samples gave six
intensity peaks occurring at Bragg angles representing the (111), (200), (220),
(311), (222), and (400) crystal planes. Only the first five of these planes were
used in the fitting procedure since the (400) plane showed extremely week
intensity comparatively. According to (Ungar et al., 2001) at least four peaks are
required for an accurate fit. To be initiated into the evaluation software, the five
peaks were normalized to their highest intensity and then arranged in terms of ∆K
(units of nanometers-1) as shown in Equation 3.2.
∆K =

2(sin θ − sin θ B )

λ

(3.2)

Where: θ is the diffraction angle, θB is the diffraction angle corresponding to the
maximum intensity, λ is the wavelength of X-rays. Spherical crystallites were
assumed during all fitting since the ECAP Route of Bc has been shown to
produced equiaxed grains, even though this parameter can be changed to
ellipsoidal shape. A sample of the measured intensity peak data fitted to the
theoretical peak profiles (shown as f(x)) of the outer radius of the unmachined
UFG Cu can be seen below in Figure 3.15.
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MWP Results for UFG copper (outside radius)

Figure 3.15 - Fitting of the first five intensity peaks using MWP for the outer
radius of ECAP copper sample before being machined. The measured
intensities are shown in dashed line (----) while the fitted functions are shown in
solid ( ____ ).
Separate XRD scans were performed for the outer, 2nd from the outer,
inside, and 2nd from the inside radii of the machined UFG sample. Only the
outside and inside radii were scanned for the unmachined UFG bar, since the bar
is considered to be homogeneous throughout its cross-section (Haouaoui et al.,
2004). Results for the median and variance of the grain size distributions of the
machined and unmachined ECAP copper bars are shown in Table 3.5 and Table
3.6. A non linear relationship of increasing, decreasing, then increasing of the
median crystal size from the outer radius position to the inner radius position has
been observed and is considered to be due to the combined effect of temperature
and stressed induced during machining or from the possibility of measurement
inaccuracy. Fluctuations in the arithmetic-, area-, and volume-weighted grain
sizes are shown to be caused by their higher order terms in Equations 2.6, 2.7, and
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2.8. A small increase in average median grain size (~10%) has been observed
when comparing the machined with the unmachined bar.

This increase is

attributed to the combined effect of temperature and stress in machining; however
this may be also due to non-uniformity of the processed material and instrumental
inaccuracies since the difference is so small.

A further study may be

recommended to clarify this small change.
Dislocation densities were also compared radially for the machined and
unmachined nanostructured copper samples and the results for these can also be
seen in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 respectively. A significant drop in dislocation
density can be seen for the outer radius of the machined sample. This value of
1.53E+15 m-2 is notably less than any other location measured on the machined
bar and approximately 1E+15 m-2 less than the outer radius of the unmachined
bar. For this reason, it is believed that while turning the copper bar, more heat
was dissipated into the outer radius of the workpiece than any other location, thus
causing a slight recovery of dislocations. Also, the pressure in machining may
contribute to this decrease in dislocation density. The largest dislocation density
of 2.72E+15 m-2 occurring at the 2nd from the outside location is thought to be
largest due to possible measurement inaccuracies or the combined effect of
temperature and stresses during machining. Dislocation density was also shown
to reduce somewhat from 2.45E+15 m-2 to 2.10E+15 m-2 after machining for
inside portion of the bars. Although measurements were not taken for the 2nd
from the inside and outside portions of the unmachined bar, similar decreases in
dislocation density are expected after machining.
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Table 3.5 - The median (m), variance (σ), and weighted average crystal sizes (<D>)
of the machined ECAP copper sample in the radial direction
Size Parameters

Crystal Size (nm)

Machined Median
Variance <D>arithm <D>area <D>volume
UFG Cu
(nm)
Outside
59.52
0.61
71.82
152.28
221.73
Radius
2nd from
61.96
0.59
73.74
147.93
209.52
Outside
2nd from
54.39
0.58
64.35
126.11
176.55
Inside
Inside
57.01
0.65
70.42
163.93
250.12
Radius
Average
58.22
0.61
70.08
147.56
214.48

Dislocation
Density
ρ (m-2)
1.53E+15
2.72E+15
2.53E+15
2.10E+15
2.22E+15

Table 3.6 - The median (m), variance (σ), and weighted average crystal sizes (<D>)
of the unmachined ECAP copper sample in the radial direction
Size Parameters

Crystal Size (nm)

Unmachined Median
Variance <D>arithm <D>area <D>volume
UFG Cu
(nm)
Outside
53.30
0.62
64.60
139.34
204.66
Radius
2nd from
Outside
Not considered
2nd from
Inside
Inside
52.40
0.65
64.73
150.68
229.90
Radius
Average
52.85
0.64
64.66
145.01
217.28

Dislocation
Density
ρ (m-2)
2.50E+15

2.45E+15
2.48E+15

To investigate the theory of higher temperatures and pressures occurring at
the outside more thoroughly, a finite element analysis of the cutting conditions
was simulated using the Third Wave System’s AdvantEdge Version 4.4. The
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results in Figure 3.16 reveal a maximum temperature of 38.4°C occurring in the
workpiece very close to the tool tip. Although this predicted temperature is
probably less than actual temperatures due to the size effect of a small depth of
cut, the location of maximum temperature is assumed to be correct. This location
would be nearest to the outer radius of the cylindrical machined bar where the
dislocation density was shown to reduce the most.

This slight recovery of

dislocations after being machine also explains why grains seen above in SEM
images look larger for the outer radius of the machined bars. If dislocations were
reduced throughout the grains after machining, then microstructures would be less
chemically attacked with etchant, thus revealing larger grain sizes. This idea is
further supported when comparing the average dislocation densities of the
machined and unmachined bars (2.22E+15 m-2 vs. 2.48E+15 m2), which reveals a
small drop in density for the machined bar, thus revealing slightly larger grains in
SEM images.
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Third Wave AdvantEdge
Temperature (C)
38.3887
37.1612
35.9338
34.7063
33.4788
32.2514
31.0239
29.7964
28.5689
27.3415
26.114
24.8865
23.6591
22.4316
21.2041

Cutting tool

Y (mm)

2.1

2

1.9

1.8

Max temp = 38.4°C

Workpiece
4.8

5

5.2

5.4

X (mm)

Figure 3.16 – Finite element analysis of machining copper at V= 1 m/s, doc =
0.05 mm, f = 0.15 mm/rev using Third Wave AdvantEdge finite element
software
Crystal size and dislocation density were also compared with published
data to verify results. Much research has been performed on quantifying and
qualifying the defect structure of SPD copper, especially for ECAP processing,
yet none has focused on its machinability and subsequent defect stability during
machining.

Because the MWP fitting software package has shown to yield

quality results and is freely available, numerous publications have been written on
ECAP copper’s defect structure and thermal stability. Table 3.7 below shows a
comparison of results on average crystal sizes and dislocation densities from
ECAP copper, all processed through Route Bc, from (Ungar et al., 2001; Gubicza
et al., 2004; Gubicza et al., 2005). Average arithmetic crystal sizes obtained from
this experiment compare very well with those from published data. Differences in
variances of the distributions are shown to have the greatest effect on the area-,
and volume-weighted crystal sizes. This can be shown in the works of (Gubicza
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et al., 2004), who’s three average crystal sizes are all within 20 nm of each other.
This is in contrast with the over 150 nm difference in the arithmetic- and volumeweighted sizes in this experiment. The plot of the size distribution (Figure 3.17)
shows this difference clearly as measurements from this study and (Ungar et al.,
2001) tend to be distributed over a greater range of sizes.

Table 3.7 - A comparison of the average crystal sizes obtained from the machined
and unmachined UFG Cu sample with published results from (Ungar et al., 2001),
(Gubicza et al., 2004), and (Gubicza et al., 2005).
Size Parameters

Crystal Size (nm)

ECAP UFG Median
Variance <D>arithm <D>area <D>volume
Cu
(nm)
Machined
UFG Cu
58.22
0.61
70.08
147.56
214.48
(avg)
Unmachined
UFG Cu
52.85
0.64
64.66
145.01
217.28
(avg)
(Ungar et
62.00
0.53
71.35
125.13
165.72
al., 2001)
(Gubicza et
NA
NA
NA
NA
76.80
al., 2005)
(Gubicza et
50.00
0.31
52.46
63.58
69.99
al., 2004)
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Dislocation
Density
ρ (m-2)
2.22E+15

2.48E+15
1.70E+15
2.80E+15
2.60E+15

0.03

<D>arithm = 50 nm
<D>vol = 69 nm

Size Distribution function f(x)

0.025

0.02

<D>arithm = 70 nm

0.015

<D>arithm = 71 nm

0.01

ECAP Cu
[Ungar et al, 01]
[Gubicza et al, 04]

<D>vol = 165 nm
<D>vol = 235 nm

0.005

0

0

50

100
150
Crystallite size (nm)

200

250

Figure 3.17 - Size distributions from this study, (Ungar et al., 2001), and
(Gubicza et al., 2004) of crystals in nanocrystalline copper formed from
ECAP
The thermal stability of defect structure for ECAP copper was recently
studied using the multiple whole profile fitting method (Gubicza et al., 2005).
Seen below in Figure 3.18 the volume-weighted diffracting domain size and
dislocation density are shown to be relatively stable at annealing temperatures of
approximately 300 - 400°C. Once the temperatures progress above 400°C, a
sudden change in properties is seen as annealing takes place. Dislocation density
is shown to reduce at a lower temperature than that required to induce grain
growth. Similar microstructural results have been shown to occur for ECAP
copper during annealing (Valliev et al., 2000). Since the UFG copper in this
experiment showed slight changes in dislocation density yet no changes in crystal
size during machining for XRD analysis, it can be assumed that the machining
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experiments described above did not reach the temperature required to stimulate
grain growth or at least for a substantial amount of time. Further research is
needed to establish this conclusion however since machining is not a constant
inducing heat source. Heat generated from plastic deformation at the cutting toolchip interface oscillates regularly due to the numerous cutting passes on the
workpiece. TEM imaging could also be used to strengthen the claim that no
changes occurred from machining.

Figure 3.18 - Volume-weighted crystal size and dislocation density shown as a
function of annealing temperature for a copper sample deformed using
ECAP (Gubicza et al., 2005)
Conclusion
In this experiment, a comparison test was done to investigate the relative
machinability and microstructure stability of UFG copper during machining using
both the tungsten carbide and polycrystalline diamond tools. Cutting forces, tool
wear, chip morphology, and surface roughness were studied through turning and
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compared with that of the commercially available coarse grained OFHC copper.
Defect structures of the UFG copper bar were examined using electron
microscopy and X-ray diffraction.
Machinability
Machining both types of copper with the PCD tool proved to require much
less force than with the WC tool. Machining the regular coarse-grained copper
with the WC tool demonstrated to be the most inefficient in terms of forces
required.

In machining the UFG copper, depth of cut (DOC) notching was

observed as the wear pattern and abrasion as the wear mechanism for the WC
tool, while flank wear was observed as the wear pattern and diffusion as the wear
mechanism for the PCD tool. In machining the regular copper, DOC notching
was observed as the wear pattern and both abrasion and adhesion as the wear
mechanisms for the WC tool. Flank wear was observed as the wear pattern and
diffusion as the wear mechanism for the PCD tool. Chips generated using the
WC tool showed heat induced burrs occurring regularly along the chip for both
types of copper. These burrs increased tool wear and deteriorated workpiece
surface finish. Such burrs were not observed in machining both the copper bars
with the PCD tool. The use of the PCD tool improved the surface roughness of
both type bars as it led to less than half the roughness generated with the WC tool.
Despite a higher cost, the PCD tool is favored to machine UFG copper based on
this study because of its better wear resistance, lower cutting forces, better surface
finish, and no burr-type chips.
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Microstructure Stability
Quantifying the microstructure of the UFG copper using scanning electron
microscopy proved to be difficult due to over etching of the samples. TEM
imaging also was shown to give poor results due to sample preparation. The Xray diffraction technique of multiple whole profile fitting was utilized to quantify
defect structure in the ECAP workpiece. XRD analysis was conducted on four
specific radial locations along the cross-section of the machined and unmachined
bars. It was found that a slight change in the average median of crystal sizes
existed between the machined and unmachined bars with the machined bar
yielding slightly higher sizes. Crystal sizes were shown to oscillate slightly in the
radial direction for the machined bar due to the temperature and stressed induced
during machining or possibly from measure inaccuracies. Dislocation density
was shown to have the most reduction at the outer radius of the machined UFG
bar.

This is thought to have occurred from more heat and stresses being

dissipated into the workpiece near the cutting tool.

This theory was also

examined using temperature distributions in a finite element analysis. Crystal size
distribution was also shown to agree well with published data.
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CHAPTER 4
MACHINABILITY AND MICROSTRUCTURE STABILITY OF ECAP
TITANIUM

Introduction
Titanium and its alloys exhibit many unique properties but are best known
for their high strength to weight ratios. This trait makes them a desired material
in the aerospace industry where materials are required to be light and remain
strong at extreme temperatures.

Titanium is also used in other harsh

environments such as the ocean and the human body where conventional
materials must be coated or painted to resist corrosion.

With its high

biocompatibility and low thermal conductivity, titanium is a very common
material used for medical prosthetics.

Typical implants made from titanium

include: hip joints, dental implants, pacemaker cases, bone screws, and cardio
vascular stents (Lowe et al., 2006).
Many structural medical implants now are manufactured using titanium
alloys, mostly Ti-6Al-4V, which has far greater yield strength (795 MPa) than
pure titanium (380 MPa). The alloying elements of aluminum and vanadium,
however, are considered to be toxic in the human body and much less
biocompatible than CP titanium (Black et al., 1998; Stolyarov et al., 2001b). For
this reason, UFG CP Ti shows much promise in replacing many Ti-6Al-4V
implants because it can possess a comparable yield strength (640 MPa). For UFG

titanium to be used in these medical applications, further machining research is
necessary to form and shape the metal into required dimensions.
Because of its relatively high cost and high reactivity (Bhat, 2003),
manufacturing techniques for titanium and its alloys must be carefully studied and
followed to ensure safe and cost effective manufacturing. Machining titanium as
a finishing operation is becoming a more popular trend because of advances in
tool materials and the reduction of grinding operations which can cause flame
hazards (Leyen et al., 2003). Titanium and its alloys are typically considered to
by difficult to machine because of their low thermal conductivity, low modulus of
elasticity, resistance to wear, and their high chemical reactivity (Ezugwu, 2005).
For this experiment, UFG titanium processed using equal channel angular
pressing was studied for its relative machinability. Doing this entailed measuring
cutting forces, tool wear, chip morphology, and surface roughness and comparing
them to titanium’s coarse grained counterpart. The microstructure stability was
also studied during the machining of the workpiece to see if any changes
occurred.
Experimental Setup
Tool Selection
Pure titanium has been successfully machined with numerous cutting tool
materials, yet because of its stronger nature and need for high quality surface
finish, Ti-6Al-4V is typically machined with polycrystalline diamond tools. PCD
tools exhibit up to 6 times the tool life as CBN when machining Ti alloys and 50
to 200 times the tool life when machining with tungsten carbide (Brinksmeir et
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al., 1998). The high thermal conductivity of diamond tools aids in the dispensing
of heat generated during machining which helps lower the friction at the tool-chip
interface. Considering their success in cutting Ti alloys, PCD tools were also
selected in this study to machine both two types of CP Ti.

One potential

disadvantage in machining Ti and Ti alloys using PCD tools is the chemical
reaction at elevated temperatures (750 ºC), which causes the diamond tool to
transform back into graphite (Konig et al., 1993; Davis, 1995). To avoid this
graphitization, the cutting conditions were carefully selected to be below 300 ºC
based on finite element analysis done using the Third Wave AdvantEdge
software. Even if the exact material constitutive models may be different from
the Ti used here and that of AdvantEdge, it is believed that the cutting
temperatures will not be higher than 750 ºC under the conditions investigated.
Because of the limited amount of UFG Ti available for this experiment, and the
requirement for good surface finish and long tool life, tungsten carbide was not
chosen for this experiment.
Machinability Test Setup
Similar to the ECAP copper machining experiments of Chapter 3, all
machining experiments of UFG titanium were performed dry on the Hardinge
6/45 Talent CNC lathe. Obtaining information on cutting forces, tool wear, chip
morphology, and final workpiece surface finish were collected using the same
equipment and test procedures used for the copper machining experiments.
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Workpiece Setup
One ECAP commercially pure grade 2 titanium bar was obtained from the
generous donation of Yuntian T. Zhu and Terry C. Lowe of the Materials Science
and Technology Division of Los Alamos National Laboratory (Stolyarov et al.,
2001a). The billet was processed through a 90° die using route Bc for a total of
eight passes. Grains were reduced from 10 µm to 260 nm. Because of its harder
nature, the titanium bar and die were first heated to 450°C before extrusion.
Unlike the ECAP copper billets that were square in cross-section, the titanium
was processed using a die with circular cross-section, so pre-experimental
machining was not required.
Experimental Design
To optimize the use of the given materials, the UFG and regular coarsegrained titanium bars were machined based on three different scenarios as
follows: the first scenario with a cutting speed of 1 m/s, feed of 0.015 mm/rev,
and depth of cut of 0.02 mm for 150 passes, the second scenario with a cutting
speed of 3 m/s, feed of 0.015 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.02mm for 150 passes,
and the third scenario with a combination of cutting conditions in one pass
increments as shown in Table 4.1. The cutting length of each scenario was
25.4mm.
The cutting speed was varied from 1 m/s to 3 m/s in the first two scenarios
since cutting speed is the dominant factor in determining the tool life (Kalpakjian
et al., 2003). Results from these two scenarios give information about the wear
progression in cutting the two forms of Ti. A considerably small depth of cut of
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0.02mm was chosen in order to machine a large number of passes on the
relatively small piece of stock. This would allow acquiring tool wear and force
data over a longer period of time while still conserving the material. A small
depth of cut also reduces cutting temperatures to avoid the possible chemical
reaction between the Ti workpiece and the diamond cutting tool. The small feed
was chosen to give the titanium a good surface finish, which is often a
requirement in industrial titanium applications.
The third scenario gives information about the relationship between
cutting forces and chip morphology during different cutting conditions. From the
designed conditions in Table 4.1, a total of 27 cutting passes were made and
forces measured on the titanium with a new tool using a combination of all
conditions. With the combined force data, 27 graphs were constructed to show
how varying cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut affected the cutting forces
generated.

Completing these passes allowed easy recognition of which

combination of cutting conditions would yield the lowest amount of cutting
forces. The CG bar was not machined for Scenario 2 since the machinability of
this metal has been studied extensively.

Table 4.1 - Three-factor (cutting speed, feed rate, and depth of cut), threelevel, and full-factorial design of experiments
Factors

Levels

Cutting speed

1, 2, 3 (m/s)

Feed

0.015, 0.030, 0.045 (mm/rev)

Depth of cut

0.02, 0.04, 0.06 (mm)
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For the microstructure analysis, only samples from the first scenario of
machining were considered. Because of the over etching and mediocre images
obtained from using SEM on the ECAP copper samples, only X-ray diffraction
techniques were considered when quantify the microstructures of the fine grained
titanium. The ECAP titanium also has a much smaller and denser defect structure
compared to the ECAP copper, therefore deriving a quality etchant would be
much more difficult. After the completion of the 150 passes of Scenario 1, two
titanium rectangular prisms of 3.81 mm in height and length were EDMed from
the 25.4mm machined section of scenario 1.

The cutting scenarios and

dimensions of prisms can be seen in Figure 4.1 below. The rotational conditions
of the Scintag XDS 2000 and 2600 X-ray diffractometers were 2θ range of 40-90°
using angular steps of 0.02° and a counting time of 0.5 seconds. Similar to the
UFG copper bars, more detailed scans were performed at a longer count time of
20 seconds fro all the Bragg reflections using angular steps of 0.02°. Peaks were
then stripped of Kα2 wavelengths and the background intensity was subtracted
using the Jade 7 software located on the diffractometer. The LaB6 standard
sample was utilized to subtract instrumental broadening. XRD structural analysis
was performed solely with the multiple whole profile fitting method, since
titanium’s HCP has been shown to give undesirable results when using
conventional methods (Zhu et al., 2003).
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Outside radius
(4.55 mm from center)

Unmachined

2nd from outside radius
(0.74 mm from center)

3rd Scenario 2nd Scenario 1st Scenario
3.81 mm

Inside radius
2nd from inside radius
(3.81 mm from center)

1.91 mm

XRD sample

7.36mm

(a)

3.82
mm

(b)

20 mm

(c)

Figure 4.1 - ECAP Ti setup: (a) machining sections for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
scenarios, (b) EDM samples used for XRD, and (c) optical image of post
machined UFG titanium
Experimental Results
Cutting Forces
The three dimensional cutting forces of both Ti bars under Scenario 1 (1
m/s) are shown in Figure 4.2. There is no pronounced cutting force difference
between the UFG and coarse-grained Ti except that radial thrust force of UFG Ti
is about 2 N (15%) higher. Cutting forces for Scenario 2 are shown in Figure 4.3.
Cutting forces were actually less for the higher cutting speed of Scenario 2. Also,
it can be seen that the forces generally increase with time under the cutting
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conditions investigated. This trend is typically seen as tool wear progresses
during cutting.
18
Radial thrust force

16
14
Force (N)
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10
8

Tangential cutting force

6
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Fy-UFG Ti
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Figure 4.2 - Force vs. time results of Scenario 1 for V = 1 m/s, doc = 0.02 mm,
f = 0.015 mm/rev with Fx, Fy, and Fz corresponding to tangential cutting,
thrust, and feed forces respectively
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Figure 4.3 - Force vs. time results of Scenario 2 for V = 3 m/s, doc = 0.02 mm,
f = 0.015 mm/rev with Fx, Fy, and Fz corresponding to tangential cutting,
thrust, and feed forces respectively
The cutting forces from the 27 combinations of cutting conditions
(Scenario 3) were also studied for their similarities and differences. Only three
combinations are shown in Figure 4.4 since they are representative of all
combinations used. All other combinations can be found in the Appendix. With
exception to varying the cutting speed, cutting forces increased linearly with feed
and depth of cut for both UFG and coarse-grained Ti. However, as seen in Figure
4.4(c), when the cutting speed increased from 1 m/s to 2 m/s, the cutting forces
dropped slightly and then rose again when the cutting speed increased to 3 m/s.
Similar force phenomena were also observed in cutting Ti alloys when cutting
speeds increased (Zoya et al., 2000).
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(c)
Figure 4.4 - Force versus (a) depth of cut, (b) feed rate, and (c) cutting speed
for machining Scenario 3 for UFG titanium
Tool Wear
Tool wear is especially important in machining titanium alloys because of
its high cost and affect on cutting forces. From Figure 4.5 it can be concluded
that the tool wear rate increased with the cutting speed significantly from 1 m/s to
3 m/s.

This observation agrees with the finding that carbide tools wear

moderately at low cutting speeds between 0.25 through 1 m/s in turning Ti alloys
(Barry et al., 2001). The UFG and coarse-grained Ti showed similar flank wear
progressions when machining at 1 m/s.
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Figure 4.5 - The progressions of flank wear for both UFG and coarse-grained
titanium
Cutting tools were further tested for other wear patterns and mechanisms
using the surface profilometer and the scanning electron microscopy. Although
almost no crater wear has been observed using the profilometer (typically
indicating low temperatures on the cutting tool), an energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was still performed to find the percent content of the
possible titanium deposited on the tool rake and flank faces (Figure 4.6 and Table
4.2). This information on the composition was then used to classify the types of
wear mechanisms that occurred. It can be seen that when machining UFG Ti at 1
m/s and 3 m/s, Ti represents 5.86% and 5.94% of the elements present on the tool
tip respectively. The coarse-grained Ti, on the other hand, represents 8.40% Ti
onto the tool. Since there is no crater or deposited particle on the rake face, it is
assumed that there is no pronounced adhesive wear. The measured Ti on the tool
tip is considered to be due to diffusion.
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Rake face

Flank wear

Flank face

Figure 4.6 - Scanning electron microscopy image of PCD tool after
machining the UFG titanium

Table 4.2 - Energy dispersive spectroscopy information from the PCD tool
tips used for cutting UFG and CG Ti
Surface composition (% present)
C

O

Ti

Co

W

Total

UFG Ti at 1 m/s 78.16 13.16 5.86 1.20 1.62

100

UFG Ti at 3 m/s 80.75 11.08 5.94 1.21 1.02

100

CG Ti at 1 m/s

74.61 14.77 8.40 1.24 0.98
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Chip Morphology
These chips along with their corresponding cutting conditions can be seen
through some representative optical and electron microscopy images as shown in
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. These images were taken when tools were fresh and
show that UFG and coarse-grained Ti produced similar chips when machining
under the same cutting conditions although UFG Ti chips had relatively smaller
curvatures. Comparing the two figures, it can also be seen that when increasing
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the cutting speed, depth of cut, and feed, the chips produced were less curled and
compacted.
1mm

0.5mm

1mm

(a)
1mm

1mm

0.5mm

(b)

Figure 4.7 - Optical and SEM micrographs of chips produced from (a) UFG Ti
and (b) CG Ti with cutting speed of 1 m/s, feed of 0.015 mm/rev, and depth of
cut of 0.02mm
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Figure 4.8 - Optical and SEM micrographs of chips produced from (a) UFG Ti
and (b) coarse-grained Ti with cutting speed of 2 m/s, feed of 0.03 mm/rev, and
depth of cut of 0.04 mm.
Surface Roughness
After the completion of the 150 passes for the first two cutting scenarios,
the surface roughness (Ra) was measured in five random locations on the
machined surface to obtain an average. The surface roughness of the UFG and
coarse-grained Ti workpieces at 1 m/s (Scenario 1) and at 3 m/s (Scenario 2) can
be seen in Figure 4.9 and Table 4.3. From the profilometer images it can be seen
that machining the UFG titanium under the harsher conditions of Scenario 2 gave
the highest surface roughness of 301 nm. This observation is logical since the
feed rate, the dominant variable in Ra, remained constant during Scenarios 1 and 2
letting the larger cutting speed have the most effect on the roughness. With this
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said, lowering the feed rate for Scenario 2 should reduce its average surface
roughness.
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Feed direction

Feed direction

(a)

(b)

Feed direction

(c)

Figure 4.9 - Surface images obtained using the profilometer for (a) UFG Ti at
1 m/s, (b) UFG Ti at 3 m/s, and (c) CG Ti at 1 m/s
Table 4.3 - Surface roughness in machining UFG and regular titanium
Surface Roughness, Ra
UFG Ti at 1 m/s

189.1 nm

UFG Ti at 3 m/s

301.0 nm

CG Ti at 1 m/s

201.6 nm
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Discussion
Cutting Forces
Unlike the UFG and CG copper bars, no pronounced differences can be
seen in machining the two types of titanium in terms of cutting forces. Both
materials’ forces seemed to progress at the similar rates; an obvious coincidence
with similar tool wear rates as shown in Figure 4.5. It is hypothesized that
comparable trends would be seen if coarse grained titanium was machined at the
more aggressive conditions of Scenario 2.

Cutting forces generated from

machining UFG Ti at 1 vs. 3 m/s were slightly different. The slower cutting
speed of Scenario 1 gave slightly higher cutting forces as shown in Table 4.4.
This somewhat conflicts with the experiments of (Zareena et al., 2005) who found
similar cutting forces when machining Ti-6Al-4V with PCD tools at 5, 5.8, and
6.6 m/s. Fluctuations in cutting forces are common when varying cutting speed
(Morehead et al., 2007). Causes for this are said to be interplay between the work
hardening of the material (making forces rise) and thermal softening (making
forces fall).
Calculated coefficients of friction for the machining UFG and CG at 1 and
3 m/s can be seen in Table 4.4. The coefficients of friction for machining UFG
titanium are comparable for Scenarios 1 and 2 although their cutting forces are
different. While the difference is small, cutting the coarser titanium did produce
the larger coefficient of friction. This is in contrast with UFG and CG copper
where the CG material had the lower coefficient.
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Table 4.4 - Friction coefficients in machining UFG and regular titanium
Cutting Force (N) Thrust Force (N)

µ

Cutting UFG Ti at 1 m/s

14

9

0.77

Cutting UFG Ti at 3 m/s

10

6

0.73

Cutting CG Ti at 1 m/s

13

9

0.83

Tool Wear
Tool wear is typically very high when machining titanium and its alloys
because of the low thermal conductivity and hardness of the workpiece (Zoya et
al., 2000; Zareena et al., 2005).

This was seen especially when the cutting

conditions were increased to 3 m/s for Scenario 2. This agrees well with the study
of (Zareena et al., 2005) who found that machining Ti-6Al-4V at lower cutting
speeds was shown to yield longer tool life with PCD tools.

The lack of

differences in tool wear for the UFG and CG titanium bars when machining under
Scenario 1 are thought to be caused by the materials same conductivity of the
workpieces, making them wear equally.
Diffusion has been shown to be the dominant wear mechanism when
machining Ti-6Al-4V alloys with PCD and CBN tools (Zareena et al., 2005).
Because of titanium’s low thermal conductivity, cutting tools usually experience a
higher temperature increasing their chance of diffusion to take place on the tool
tip surfaces. There may even be a reaction layer of TiC between the tool and
workpiece at certain temperatures (Hartung et al., 1983; Bhaumik et al., 1995).
For the conditions investigated, the cutting temperature is not high enough to
generate the reaction layer, but still high enough to activate diffusion.
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Chip Morphology
When machining Ti and its alloys, serrated or segmented chips are
commonly observed because of the materials’ low thermal conductivity.
Formation of these types of chips has been studied extensively for not only
titanium, but for hardened steel, brass, and nickel. Segmented chips are known to
promote rapid tool wear, detrimental machine and workpiece vibrations, and low
material removal rates (Hua et al., 2004). Although these chips are typically
produced in machining Ti and its alloys, segmented chips were not observed
when machining both the UFG and coarse-grained Ti under the conditions
investigated.
Chips generated during this experiment under all cutting conditions were
fairly continuous with little to no serration or saw tooth form. It is speculated that
the continuous chips can be attributed to the lower cutting temperature that
occurred from using a small depth of cut, feed, and cutting speed. (Barry et al.,
2001) also predicted that if the values of depth of cut are small enough (in the
order of microns as in this experiment), then continuous chips can be formed in
machining Ti-6Al-4V. There is negligible difference of the chip morphology
during the wear progression, and it implies that tool wear had little effect on the
chip morphology.

It is speculated that increasing cutting conditions would

precipitate saw-toothed chips.
Surface Roughness
It has been shown by (Chen et al., 1998) that corrosion resistance in
titanium is enhanced with the lowering of the surface roughness. Minimizing the
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surface roughness is crucial when using UFG Ti in corrosive environments such
as the ocean or the human body. Unlike machining copper, good surface finishes
can be obtained when turning titanium under a wide variety of cutting conditions.
The better surface finishes are attributed to titanium’s harder and less ductile
nature.
The range of roughness values obtained from machining the UFG and CG
titanium are considered to be very low for any machined metal, even on medical
implant applications (Black et al., 1998). The improved surface roughness on the
UFG metal machined under Scenario 1 compares well with the work by (Mills et
al., 1983) who found that severely cold working of pure metals, such as
processing CP Ti through ECAP, improves the surface integrity after machining.
Microstructure Stability Results and Discussion
Electron Microscopy Results
Because of the uncertain results obtained through poor sample preparation
of ECAP copper, scanning and transmission electron microscopy were not
utilized to study the microstructure stability of the UFG titanium. Figure 2.9 from
the Background chapter shows a TEM image of the microstructure of the ECAP
titanium bar used in this experiment (Stolyarov et al., 2001a).

This image

represents the structure of the sample machined, yet this image was not taken for
this experiment. From the micrograph it can be seen that the grain structure in the
UFG Ti is homogeneous with equiaxed grains throughout.
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X-ray Diffraction Results
Equal channel angular pressed titanium has been studied extensively using
the XRD technique of multiple whole profile fitting to characterize microstructure
(Gubicza et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2003; Gubicza et al., 2004; Ungar, 2004).
Conventional XRD methods typically fail for quantifying UFG titanium; since
titanium’s hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structure adds complexity to peak
broadening. This occurs because HCP crystals have two lattice constants and
their slip systems are much more intricate compared to face center cubic
structures such as copper (Dragomir et al., 2002). The MWP program allows the
user to input the lattice parameters and select the crystal system (either cubic or
hexagonal) which thus picks the dislocation contrast factors.

Similar to the

copper experiment, XRD analysis was not utilized for the coarse grained titanium.
For the experimental ECAP titanium used in this experiment, the six most
distinctive intensity peaks on the range from 2θ = 40 - 90° were chosen as inputs
into the MWP evaluation program. Spherical crystallites were chosen for the
fitting since the TEM image of Figure 4.10 shows homogeneous equiaxed grains.
The experimentally obtained diffraction peaks are fitted to theoretical peak
functions as seen below in the example of unmachined nanostructured titanium on
the outside radius. As shown, good fit from the peaks can be seen to exist for the
six choice peaks.
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Figure 4.10 - Fitting of the six strongest intensity peaks for the ECAP titanium
sample before being machined. The measured intensities are shown in dashed
line (----) while the fitted functions are shown in solid ( ____ )
s with the ECAP copper bar, four separate scans of the machined titanium
workpiece were performed in the radial direction starting from the outside radius
and working to the center of cross-section (as seen in Figure 4.1).

The

unmachined nanostructured Ti workpiece was only tested in the center and outer
radii since it is assumed to be homogeneous throughout. The results of the
average crystal sizes for the machined and unmachined titanium bars can be seen
in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. Similar to the ECAP copper samples, the difference
in average median crystal size of the radial direction is not significant (44.85nm
vs. 39.90nm) between the machined and unmachined bars. Also comparable to
the copper bar, the median crystal sizes in the radial direction for the machined
workpiece showed a non linear increase, decrease, and then increase trend in
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sizes. These discrepancies are thought to arise due to temperature and stress due
to machining or inaccuracy in measurements. Although all were within 10 nm of
each other, this trend could be investigated further with subsequent data
measurements on both bars.
Analogous to the ECAP copper bar, dislocation density proved to be the
smallest on the outer radius of the machined bar. This is thought to be caused by
a higher temperature gradient and possibly higher pressures occurring in this area
during turning. Also similar to the copper bar, the highest dislocation density of
the machined bar occurred at the 2nd from the outside radius. Reasons for this
may include fluctuations in temperature and stress caused from machining, the
possibility of measurement inaccuracies, and also from possible non-uniformities
in the workpiece. Unlike the unmachined copper bar, dislocation densities varied
significantly when comparing the outside (1.48E+15 m-2) and inside (9.80E+15
m-2) radii of the unmachined bar; although their crystal sizes are very similar.
Subsequent measurements of the 2nd from the outside and 2nd from the inside radii
for the unmachined UFG Ti bar could be undertaken to deter if the largest density
measurement of 9.80E+14 m-2 was caused by an experimental error or
nonhomogeneous microstructure
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Table 4.5 - The median (m), variance (σ), weighted average crystal sizes (<D>),
and dislocation densities of the machined ECAP titanium sample in the radial
direction
Size Parameters

Crystal Size (nm)

Machined Median
Variance <D>arithm <D>area <D>volume
UFG Ti
(nm)
Outside
43.01
0.49
48.53
78.76
100.33
Radius
2nd from
50.01
0.40
54.17
74.60
87.55
Outside
2nd from
41.34
0.43
45.34
65.63
78.96
Inside
Inside
45.02
0.57
52.96
101.43
140.37
Radius
Average
44.85
0.47
50.25
80.10
101.80
.

Dislocation
Density
ρ (m-2)
1.03E+15
2.26E+15
1.89E+15
2.09E+15
1.82E+15

Table 4.6 - The median (m), variance (σ), weighted average crystal sizes (<D>), and
dislocation densities of the unmachined ECAP titanium sample in the radial
direction
Size Parameters

Crystal Size (nm)

Unmachined Median
Variance <D>arithm <D>area <D>volume
UFG Ti
(nm)
Outside
40.92
0.44
45.08
66.39
80.58
Radius
2nd from
Outside
Not considered
2nd from
Inside
Inside
38.87
0.58
45.99
90.13
126.17
Radius
Average
39.90
0.51
45.53
78.26
103.37
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Dislocation
Density
ρ (m-2)
1.48E+15

9.80E+15
5.64E+15

A finite element analysis was conducted using the same cutting conditions
to reveal locations and magnitudes of highest temperatures. Figure 4.11 shows
the maximum temperature of 178.6°C occurring in the shear zone of the tool-chip
interface. The location of highest temperature is equivalent to that of copper, yet
the temperature values are approximately 5 times more when machining titanium.
This phenomenon occurs even though cutting conditions used for machining the
copper bars were actually more aggressive (larger DOC and feed) than those used
to turn titanium. This discrepancy is thought to be due to the lower thermal
conductivity of titanium (400 W/m2K) versus that of copper (22 W/m2K). This
prohibits heat dissipation and thus increases cutting temperatures in titanium.
Third Wave AdvantEdge

Temperature (C)
172.639
162.462
152.284
142.106
131.928
121.75
111.572
101.394
91.216
81.038
70.8601
60.6822
50.5042
40.3263
30.1484

2.02

Y (mm)

2.01

2

Cutting tool

1.99

1.98

1.97

Max temp = 178.6°C

Workpiece
4.96

4.98

5

5.02

5.04

5.06

X (mm)

Figure 4.11 - Finite element analysis of machining copper at V= 1 m/s, doc =
0.05 mm, f = 0.15 mm/rev using Third Wave AdvantEdge finite element
software.
Comparison of the machined and unmachined ECAP titanium with
published

data

shows

slight

differences

in

crystal

size

distributions.

Measurements of crystal size from the machined and unmachined Ti bars are
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shown to be slightly larger than those of (Zhu et al., 2003) and (Gubicza et al.,
2003) as shown in Table 4.7. This is especially clear in the area- and volumeweighted average crystal sizes. Possible reasons for this discrepancy arise when
considering how the UFG structures were produced. In all available published
data, that uses the MWP fitting method, titanium bars are produced through
ECAP (Route Bc) plus an additional cold rolling process. The cold rolling is
performed to refine crystal sizes to a smaller size, but unlike ECAP passes it
reduces the overall cross-sectional area thus making grains elongated.
Dislocation density compares well with published results of ECAP + cold rolling
of titanium. With this said, it may be hypothesized that cold rolling after equal
channel angular pressing has less of an affect on the dislocation density than with
the change in average crystallite size. The arithmetically- and volume-weighted
average crystal size distributions can be seen below in Figure 4.12. Distributions
from this experiment and from (Gubicza et al., 2003) compare well, but are much
broader than studies from (Zhu et al., 2003). This discrepancy is formed from the
low variance of σ = 0.14 produced from the samples seen in (Zhu et al., 2003) and
accounts for the arithmetically-, area-, and volume-weighted crystal sizes to very
similar at approximately 40 nm.
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Table 4.7 - A comparison of the average crystal sizes and dislocation densities
obtained from the machined and unmachined UFG Ti sample with published
results from (Gubicza et al., 2003), (Zhu et al., 2003), and (Gubicza et al., 2004)
Size Parameters

Crystal Size (nm)

ECAP UFG Median
Variance <D>arithm <D>area <D>volume
Ti
(nm)
Machined
UFG Ti
44.85
0.47
50.25
80.10
101.80
(avg)
Unmachined
UFG Ti
39.90
0.51
45.53
78.26
103.37
(avg)
(Gubicza et
38.00
0.49
42.85
69.26
88.05
al., 2003)
(Zhu et al.,
39.00
0.14
39.38
40.96
41.77
2003)
(Gubicza et
NA
NA
60.00
NA
NA
al., 2004)
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Dislocation
Density
ρ (m-2)
1.82E+15

5.64E+15
1.70E+15
2.80E+15
2.60E+15

0.08

<D>arithm = 39 nm

ECAP Cu
[Gubicza et al, 03]
[Zhu et al, 04]

0.07

Size Distribution function f(x)

<D>vol = 42 nm
0.06

<D>arithm = 43 nm

0.05
0.04

<D>arithm = 48 nm
0.03

<D>vol = 88 nm

0.02

<D>vol = 100 nm
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Figure 4.12 - Size distributions from this study, (Zhu et al., 2003), and
(Gubicza et al., 2003) of crystals in nanocrystalline titanium formed from
ECAP
The average volume-weighted crystal size and dislocation densities of
ECAP + cold rolled titanium were recently studied using MWP fitting in
annealing experiments to find temperatures where microstructural changes
occurred (Gubicza et al., 2003).

As seen below in Figure 4.13, both these

properties remain relatively constant up to approximately 600°C.

After this

temperature, recovery and subsequent grain growth take place where the
dislocation density gradually reduces while the grain size is dramatically
increased. Since there was no significant change in crystal sizes shown from this
experiment using XRD, it can be concluded that machining temperatures did not
reach that of approximately 600°C for a substantial amount of time. Further study
is needed to determine a temperature in which recovery of dislocation density
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occurs during machining. As mentioned earlier, machining is not a constant
heating source like the ovens used in the mentioned annealing experiments. It
should also be noted however that the experiments performed by (Gubicza et al.,
2003) were done with titanium that received cold rolling after the ECAP making
its defect structure slightly different then the titanium used in this experiment.

Figure 4.13 - Volume-weighted crystal size and dislocation density shown as a
function of annealing temperatures (Gubicza et al., 2003).
Conclusions
In this study, the machinability and microstructure stability of ECAP
processed UFG Ti was investigated. Cutting forces, tool wear, surface roughness,
chip morphology, and surface roughness were studied and compared for UFG and
CG Ti. Dry machining was performed using PCD tools while cutting conditions
were varied throughout the experiment to help determine their impacts on
machinability.

Microstructure stability was examined using only X-ray
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diffraction analysis since electron microscopy methods proved to be difficult for
UFG copper.
Machinability
For the machinability studies, it was found that there were no pronounced
cutting force differences between the ultrafine grained and coarse grained Ti.
Cutting forces generated for the higher machining conditions of Scenario 2 were
actually lower than those of Scenario 1. Tool wear differences between the two
materials were minimal, with the main tool wear mechanism being diffusion.
Unlike machining Ti-6Al-4V, the UFG Ti bar produced continuous chips that
were not serrated under the conditions investigated. Chip morphology of both
bars did not change with tool wear, and UFG Ti produced relatively smaller
curvature chips. UFG titanium was shown to have a relatively better surface
finish when machined at a lower speed. Its surface finish, however, did increase
when cutting speeds were increased.
Microstructure Stability
Similar to the UFG copper experiment, X-ray structural analysis was
performed using the method of multiple whole profile fitting. This allowed for
the crystal size and dislocation density to be easy found at numerous locations on
the machined and unmachined sections of the UFG bar. Results of the XRD
microstructural analysis found little change in crystal size occurring for the
machined and unmachined bars. Fluctuating radial grain size trends were very
similar with those found for ECAP copper. This is thought to occur due to
pressure and temperature in the workpiece or possibly from inaccurate
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measurements. Dislocation density was shown to be smallest on the outer radius
of the machined bar. Finite element analysis shows the most heat and pressure
occurring at this location which may have aided in recovery of dislocations in that
region.

Unlike the unmachined UFG copper bar, the dislocation density in

unmachined titanium was shown to vary significantly. More testing could be
done to verify whether this is caused by inaccurate measurements or
nonhomogeneous microstructures. Published data for ECAP Ti using the MWP
method was found to compare well with the findings of this experiment, although
all data found utilized titanium processed through ECAP + cold rolling.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
In this work, nanostructured pure copper and titanium produced from
equal channel angular pressing were investigated for their relative machinability
and microstructure stability. Because these two materials have been recently
developed for their unique structural properties, measuring their machinability has
yet to be performed and is essential to manufacture these materials into their final
required dimensions.

Ultrafine grained materials are known to have

microstructures that are susceptible to undesirable changes at low temperatures.
Since machining is a heat dissipating process, quantifying the microstructures of
ECAP workpieces before and after machining is critical for their realization into
advanced engineering designs. Cutting conditions and tools were selected for
both advanced workpieces and were performed on their coarse grained
counterparts. To measure the machinability of the workpieces cutting forces, tool
wear, chip morphology, and surface roughness were studied through a machining
process known as turning.

Microstructure stability was studied using X-ray

diffraction.

•

Cutting forces

Copper : The cutting forces required to machine the stronger ultrafine grained
copper bar were actually smaller than those of the coarse grained copper. Cutting

forces were further reduced when using polycrystalline cutting tools on both types
of copper.
Titanium: When machining the ECAP titanium and regular grained workpieces
with PCD tools, cutting forces were found to be approximately equal. With
exception to cutting speed, forces increased with increase in cutting conditions
(DOC and feed rate).

•

Tool wear

Copper: In terms of tool wear, depth of cut notching was observed as the wear
pattern and abrasion as the wear mechanism for machining UFG copper using the
carbide tool. Flank wear was observed as the wear pattern and diffusion as the
wear mechanism for machining the same copper with the PCD tool.
Titanium: Tool wear produced when machining the nanostructured Ti was in the
form of flank wear caused diffusion. Wear patterns and mechanisms were shown
to be similar when comparing the UFG and CG titanium workpiece materials.

•

Chip morphology

Copper: Chips generated from the UFG copper using the carbide tool showed
heat induced burrs occurring regularly along the chip for both types of copper.
These burrs increased tool wear and deteriorated workpiece surface finish. Such
burrs were not observed in machining both the copper bars with the PCD tool.
Titanium: Typically when machining Ti and its alloys, segmented or saw-toothed
chips are observed.

This however was not the case when machining at the

relatively conservative cutting conditions of the UFG titanium bar. Tightly curled
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continuous chips were observed in machining both types of Ti. No change in chip
morphology was observed for both the titanium bars.

•

Surface finish

Copper: The use of the PCD tool improved the surface roughness of both types of
copper bars as it led to less than half the roughness generated with the WC tool.
Surface roughness was further improved when machining the UFG copper bar.
Titanium: Surface finish was actually slightly larger when machining the UFG
titanium at higher speeds, yet all cutting conditions tested produced very low
surface roughness.

•

Microstructure stability using X-ray diffraction analysis

Copper: Crystal sizes obtained using the MWP fitting software found a slight
increase in average median caused by machining. This is thought to occur either
through heat and/or stress due to machining, inhomogeneous ECAP bars, or
possibly instrumental inaccuracies. Crystal size distribution did compare well
with published data on other ECAP copper microstructural quantification
experiments. Diffracting domain sizes were shown to fluctuate slightly in the
radial direction. The greatest change in dislocation density occurred on the outer
radius of the machined bar.

Finite element analysis helped was utilized to

discover that possible recovery of dislocations may have occurred due to increase
in temperature and pressure in that region.
Titanium: Titanium showed similar oscillating trends with UFG copper in crystal
size in the radial direction of the machined bar.

Although differences were

relatively small, they are thought to be caused by temperature and pressure due to
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machining or possibly inaccuracies in data acquisition.

Little change was

observed when comparing the average median grain sizes between the machined
and unmachined bars. The findings on crystal size distribution compared well
with those of ECAP Ti + cold rolling. The outside radius of the machined bar
showed the smallest dislocation density, which was similar to the copper. It is
assumed that this phenomenon was caused due to increased temperature and
pressure in this area.
Recommendations

•

Machining ECAP copper and titanium
Harsher cutting conditions could be implemented to find out if changes in

UFG Cu and Ti would occur, since the microstructure did not show pronounced
changes in grain size. This would also show any more subsequent annealing
taking place in the machined bars. Performing this however would probably
result in faster tool wear progression and poorer surface finishes, yet could give
an upper limit of safe machining conditions of the two materials.
Viewing microstructure under TEM could also be employed with more
efficient and effective sample preparation techniques. Materials produced from
ECAP have been examined under TEM thoroughly for quantifying and qualifying
their microstructures. “TEM imaging is very helpful and almost mandatory for
the correct interpretation of X-ray crystallite size distribution in the case of bulk
materials,” (Ungar et al. 2001). With this said, the experiment could be improved
upon tremendously using both XRD and TEM techniques.

•

Material property tests for ECAP copper and titanium
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Other material measurements such as microhardness or nanoindentation
could also be performed and compared before and after machining. These two
methods have been recently developed for investigating mechanical properties of
materials in extremely small dimensions.
Corrosion resistance would be especially important for titanium medical
implants where the compatibility between the body and prosthetic is crucial. To
achieve better surface finishes on the copper and titanium, single crystalline
diamond cutting tools could be used along with slower feed rates. These tools
have shown to yield superior surface roughness over PCD tools when machining
optical copper mirrors (Kim et al., 1999) and could thus improve surface integrity
with UFG copper and titanium.

Reflectivity could also be measured and

compared to CG metals after machining.

•

Machining of ECAP + cold rolling copper and titanium
Research

could

furthermore

be

continued

for

machining

and

microstructure stability of ECAP titanium and copper which has been further cold
rolled. Performing ECAP + cold rolling with the much stronger grade 4 CP
titanium is becoming a more popular means of producing ultra strong pure
titanium (Stolyarov et al., 2001b; Zhu et al., 2003). These materials show much
promise with small medical implants such as dental screws and pins.
Examining microstructure stability of these materials would need to be
performed slightly differently since the cold rolling processes has shown to
elongate grains thus making material properties anisotropic. Performing XRD or
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electron microscopy methods would involve taking measurements in both the
transverse and axial directions.

•

Machinability of single crystal metals
Another area of proposed research is in machining of single crystal

workpieces.

As with methods of producing ultrafine grained materials,

procedures for manufacturing single crystal samples are constantly being
researched.

Like all usable engineering materials these mono-crystalline

workpieces must be formed and shaped into their final dimensions for practical
use. An image of a billet of single crystal copper produced at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory using the Czochralski technique can be found in the Appendix D.
Since this material is free on any defects, such as dislocations and grain
boundaries, it is considered to have extremely high electrical conductivity making
it useful in high-speed computing and circuitry. Machining and microstructure
stability research could ultimately discover if machining such a delicate material
under specific cutting conditions could harm the microstructure and properties of
the material.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A - Hardinge Talent 6/45 Lathe
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Figure A.1: Overall components on Hardinge
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±X&Z
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Emergency
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Figure A.2: Key controller functional buttons
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Instructions for basic operations of Hardinge 6/45 Talent lathe
Power-Up Lathe

•

Turn main power switch located on the backside of the machine to the ON
position

•

Turn air pressure switch located on back wall to ON position

•

Press green controller power pushbutton located on the controller interface

o Controller takes approximately 15 seconds to load
Reference lathe to home position
Note: Before the lathe can operate the turret must be referenced to home position

•

Assure lathe turret is clear of all obstructions

•

Turn mode select switch to the JOG position

•

Press –X pushbutton to move turret approximately 1 inch in negative X
direction

•

Press –Z pushbutton to move turret approximately 1 inch in negative Z
direction

•

Turn mode select switch to REF (reference) position

•

Press the +X pushbutton once to reference turret in X direction

•

Press the +Z pushbutton once to reference turret in Z direction

•

Assure that position on controller display is registering actual position X =
0 and Z = 0

Mounting workpiece into hydraulic chuck
Note: The procedure is the same for both collet and chuck use

•

Turn mode select switch to JOG position
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•

With door open, ensure that chuck is in open position by examination

•

Slide workpiece into chuck to desired length

•

With care, press the chuck open/close foot switch located at the base of the
machine

•

Ensure that chuck clamping light is lit on control panel

Setting work shift offsets
Note: Work shift offsets are used to set the (0, 0) position of the controller to the
end of the workpiece. All programs will be referenced to this location.

•

Ensure turret is in reference home position with cutting turret position
selected

•

Turn the mode select switch to HANDWHEEL position

Setting Z direction work shift offset

•

Using the hand wheel SLOWLY jog (in – Z direction) the cutting tool to
approximately 1” from to the workpiece face

•

Using a shim of known thickness, SLOWLY jog machine in slowest
setting to where shim is touching between workpiece and cutting tool as
shown in figure
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Figure A.3: Setting Z direction work shift offsets

•

On the control panel press the OFFSET SETTING button on keypad

•

Select the OFFSET soft key under the display

•

Select the GEOMETRY (GEOM) soft key

•

Move the cursor to the G04 line (for turret station #4) and under the Z
column

•

Key in the letter Z followed by the thickness of the shim

o Make sure units are consistent with machine settings
•

Press the MEASURE soft key to set offset

Setting X direction work shift offset

•

Measure the diameter of workpiece

•

Using the hand wheel SLOWLY jog (in – X direction) the cutting tool to
approximately 1” from to the workpiece turned surface

•

Using a shim of known thickness, SLOWLY jog machine in slowest
setting to where shim is touching between workpiece and cutting tool as
shown in figure
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Figure A.4: Setting X direction work shift offsets

•

On the control panel press the OFFSET SETTING button on keypad

•

Select the OFFSET soft key under the display

•

Select the GEOMETRY (GEOM) soft key

•

Move the cursor to the G04 line (for turret station #4) and under the X
column

•

Key in the letter X followed by the diameter of the workpiece plus 2 times
the thickness of the shim (measures in X dimension are diameters)

o Make sure units are consistent with machine settings
•

Press the MEASURE soft key to set offset

•

Offsets are now set

o For safety precaution, remove workpiece and run sample program
(in slow speed) to assure offsets are located in desired locations
Power –Down

•

After all machining or programming operations are complete, ensure
workpiece and turret are clear
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•

Press the red controller power pushbutton switch located on the controller
interface

•

Turn air pressure switch located on back wall to OFF position

•

Turn main power switch located on the backside of the machine to the
OFF position

Preventative Maintenance

•

For all maintenance procedures and interval times please refer to the
maintenance section of the main Hardinge instruction manual

•

A maintenance schedule called “HardingeMaintanenceSchedule.doc” is
located on the desktop of the DAQ computer in the CNC folder

•

Note: When replacing batteries for controller and turret, leave the main
power switch in the ON position
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Figure A.5: Data sheet for Hardinge 6/45 Talent lathe
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Appendix B - Modified Tool Holder for Force Dynamometer

Not to exact scale
Units: Inches
Material:
Hardened Tool
Steel A2

1.25
.76

4x TAP 5/16-24

4x THRU for
M8 (11/32)
1.20

4x TAP 5/16-24
(set screw)
.78

.39

2.36
1.75

1.96
5.90

1.75
1.96
.78
.38

.76
1.57
3.14

Figure B.1: Technical drawing for the modified tool holder
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Appendix C: Cutting Forces from ECAP Titanium for Scenario 3
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Appendix D: Single Crystal Copper

Figure D.1: Single crystal copper sample produced by the Czochralski technique
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Appendix E: MWP Software Usage and Instruction

Instructions for using Multiple Whole Profile fitting software
Access required from (Ungar et al., 2001) and (Ribarik et al., 2001)
(taken from http://www.renyi.hu/mwp/)
Introduction
MWP-fit is a computer program developed for the determination of
microstructural parameters from diffraction profiles of materials with cubic or
hexagonal crystal lattice. The measured profiles or their Fourier transforms are
fitted by ab-initio theoretical functions for size and strain broadening. In the
calculation of the theoretical functions it is assumed that the crystallites have
lognormal size distribution and the strain is caused by dislocations. Strain and size
anisotropy is taken into account by the dislocation contrast factors and the
ellipticity of crystallites. The fitting procedure provides the median and the
variance of the size distribution and the ellipticity of crystallites, and the density
and arrangement of dislocations.
Input File Requirements (Intensity Profiles)
Each reflection profile has to be uploaded separately in a two-column format: the
first column contains DeltaK, the second column contains the intensities with the
maximum normalized to one. Since the program assumes nanometers for the
length

scale

DeltaK

must

be

given

in

nm-1.

DeltaK=2(sin(theta)-

sin(theta0)/lambda, where theta is the diffraction angle, theta0 is the diffraction
angle corresponding to the intensity maximum and lambda is the wavelength of
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X-rays. Both descending branches of the individual profiles on the left and right
hand sides of the maximum have to be present in the files.
Running Evaluation Program
Using the evaluation program you can evaluate the previously prepared and
uploaded data for the microstructural parameters using the method of Multiple
Whole Profile fitting. The options of the evaluation program are:
1.

Specification of the sample name.

2.

Selection of the crystal system. The possible selections are: cubic (default)
or hexagonal. In the following the parentheses indicate the case of
hexagonal system.

3.

Setting the values of the input parameters. The value of the lattice
constant(s), the absolute value of the Burgers-vector and Ch00 (or Chk0) has
to be specified.

4.

Selection of the size function. The possible selections are: no size effect,
spherical size function (default) or ellipsoidal size function.

5.

Specification of the sampling of the Fourier-transform of the measured
data. The number of samples (default: 256), the upper limit of sampling
(the default is: five times the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) value
of the Fourier spectrum) and the maximal frequency used for plotting
and/or sampling has to be specified. There is an option to recompute the
Fourier transforms. Use this option if you would like to change the
sampling.
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6.

Specification of the initial values of the parameters. The initial values of
the fitting parameters has to be specified. They are always saved for
subsequent runs. You have the option to fix the value of any parameter,
this means that the value of that parameter will not be refined during the
fitting procedure. Fixing the value of d*e means that the value of the
parameter M* is fixed. Use this option if the program enters into an
asymptotic minimum (the values of rho and Re* tend to infinity and zero,
respectively, and the asymptotic standard errors of the parameters d and e
become extremely large, larger than 100%).

7.

Selection of the method of fitting. The procedure of Multiple Whole Profile
fitting can be carried out by using the Fourier-transforms (default) or the
intensity profiles.

8.

Fit control. The limit of stopping is the convergence criterium of the
Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm: the fitting is stopped if the specified
maximal number of iterations (default: 1000) is reached or Delta Chi2/Chi2
between two iteration steps is less than the specified limit (default: 10-9).

Viewing Results
Numerical results of median, variance, and dislocation density are given after
completion of Evaluation Program. Theoretical fitting results of intensity profiles
may be viewed using any “postscript” viewer.
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